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ABSTRACT

The Northwest and Alaska Fisheries Center of the National Marine

Fisheries Service initiated this study in 1978 for the purpose of

estimating the economic impacts of the Alaska shellfish fishery. Data

from an earlier, bio-economic data base survey were augmented by other

published and unpublished data to provide economic profiles of the

1976 operations of the principal shellfish harvesting and processing

subsectors. An interstate, interindustry input/output model was

prepared for the Alaska and Washington economies with detailed treatment

of Alaska- and Washington-based shellfish harvesting and processing

sectors. The direct plus indirect requirements, value added multipliers,

and partitioning of value added show that shellfish harvesting and

processing sectors generate from $1.15 to $1.31 in value added for

each $1.00 of product delivered to final demand. The input/output

model shows that an increase of about one-fourth in shellfish catch

would mean $150 million more total economic output in Alaska and

$95 million more output in Washington, much of it coming in secondary

sectors. Washington, in particular, receives secondary gains from

expansion, even by Alaska-based vessels and processing plants.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fish are one of Alaska's most important natural resources. The

waters off the coast of Alaska abound in stocks of salmon, halibut,

crab, shrimp, and other species of fish. The harvest from these renew-

able natural resources has been a valuable source of revenue for the

Alaskan economy since the earliest days of settlement. Today, the

harvesting and processing of these fish provide business opportunities

and employment for thousands of Alaskans, as well as for residents of

other states who also participate in these fisheries.

Because of the importance of fish in the Alaska economy, there is

long standing concern that the fisheries be managed and exploited so as

to yield as much benefit as possible for the people of Alaska. This

concern has led to considerable discussion of fisheries management

policy1/ Generally policy has been directed toward the attainment of a

maximum sustained yield (MSY). To achieve MSY, there must be ideal

control of biological factors such as timing-sex-size selectivity in

harvest from breeding stocks. Also, in order to attain MSY, the annual

harvest must be limited to only the excess numbers above required

replacements of breeding stock.

Biologists have given a good deal of emphasis to the determination

and attainment of MSY, but fishermen, citizens, and policy-makers are

more directly concerned about the economic implications of fisheries

exploitation and management. Economists have tried to address that

concern with the concept of an economic optimum harvest designed to

provide a maximum net value of fish produced minus the cost of harvesting

1/Tussing, Arlon R., Thomas A. Moorhouse, & James D. Babb, Jr.,
editors, Alaska Fisheries Policy, Institute of Social, Economic, and
Government Research, University of Alaska, Fairbanks, 1972.
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and processing. The economic optimum requires the same conditions as

MSY with the additional provisions that the least costly harvesting

methods be used and that harvesting effort not be expanded to the point

where the value of additional catch realized is no longer greater than

the marginal cost of the additional fishing effort devoted to the

fishery. Economists have been especially concerned that there be no

over-investment in excess capacity for harvesting and processing the

available catch. Since it always costs something to harvest additional

units, and since market limitations cause marginal values to decline as

harvests increase, the economic optimum harvest level will almost always

be less than the MSY.

The economist's definition of "optimal" fishery management has also

not been entirely acceptable to policy-makers and the public. The

economic criterion of maximum net value (i.e., maximum revenue minus

costs including opportunity cost of labor and capital) appears to be of

little concern to the industry and public. Their economic concerns are

more apt to center on the number of jobs provided and the amount of

income generated for the participants in the industry or the residents

of the region. Especially when a basic industry such as fishing is

involved, there is a realization that larger harvesting fleets and/or

larger harvests create added employment in the fishery and also stimulate

growth elsewhere throughout the economy as a result of expansion in the

fishery. There is general feeling that growth in local jobs and businesses

is good, even if there is less net economic value than could have been

realized with less "over-expansion" of the basic industry. Since the

public is generally more interested in economic growth than in economic

efficiency, it behooves the economists to provide some Indication of
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the nature and size of the economic effects of various resource policies

and developments.

The purpose of this study is to provide estimates of the economic

impacts from one part of Alaska's fishing industry, the shellfish fishery.

Shellfish harvests in Alaska consist mostly of king, snow (tanner), and

Dungenes crab and shrimp. The shellfish fishery has grown from a relatively

small and insignificant part of Alaskan fishing and the Alaskan economy

to become nearly as large as the venerable Alaskan salmon fishery. From

1960 to 1977, the share of shellfish in the total value of all fish

landings in Alaska rose from 8% to 44%. During that time, the value of

total shellfish landings grew from $3.1 million in 1960, to $155.6 million

in 1977. Processing further increases the value of shellfish so that

the wholesale value of the product leaving Alaska is about 70% greater

than the value of the harvested shellfish. By 1976, the value of

shellfish products from Alaska equaled nearly 2% of the total gross

business receipts of all industries in Alaska.

Alaskans consider shellfish to be one of their important natural

resources and they would like to see it exploited in a way such that it

yields the maximum benefits for the whole state of Alaska. The fact

that both state and federal governments are heavily involved in the

management and allocation of the fish introduces the possibility that

management of the fishery could be adjusted so as to yield maximum

benefits for the state. Now that the shellfish sectors are large enough

to potentially have a significant impact on other parts of the Alaska

economy, there is additional incentive for being concerned about how

large those impacts might be and about how various changes to the shell-

fish fishery might impact on the economy.
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Although there is now considerable attention directed toward the

shellfish fishery and its economic impacts, it is still not that easy to

determine just how large those impacts might be. Even though the

shellfish sector is now a fairly significant part of the Alaska

economy, it is not large enough to be an obviously dominant force in

the economy. So, it is not possible to gauge the impact of the shellfish

fishery by simply correlating the shellfish harvest and the rise and

fall of the Alaska economy. There are simply too many other equally or

more important sectors that are also changing for various reasons and

exerting their impact on the Alaska economy. Furthermore, it is also

not possible to guess at the economic impacts of the shellfish fishery

by simple adaptation of some rules of thumb derived from analyses of

other sectors. The shellfish sector is unique in several important

respects and it has grown up quite recently so there is less general

background knowledge about the industry as it now exists. We do know

that harvesting vessels and processing plants that have recently entered

the shellfish industry have tended to be much larger and more commer-

cialized than were the early harvesters and processors. They are also

larger than most present participants in salmon, halibut, and other

Alaska fisheries or in the Washington, Oregon, and California shellfish

fisheries. The recent entrants also have close ties outside the Alaska

economy. They often turn to Washington and other states, or even some

foreign countries, for financing, managers, skilled operators, equip-

ment, servicing, supplies, etc. Naturally, the economic impacts in

Alaska are much less than they would be from a sector that was more

closely tied to the Alaska economy.
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The only practical way to determine the economic impacts from a

sector having characteristics such as the Alaska shellfish fishery is to

determine the economics of operation within the industry itself, its

linkages with other sectors of the economy, and finally the structure

and interactions of the entire economy, including the shellfish sectors.

The principal method that is used for conducting "total economy"

analyses is called input/output analysis (I/O) or interindustry analysis.

The I/O method accounts for all of the economic linkages that exist and

provides a method for tracing economic impacts throughout the economy.

An I/O model with focus on shellfish sectors would be a useful tool to

use in estimating economic impacts from changes such as an increase or

decline in the Alaska shellfish fishery or a change in management of the

fishery. Since the sectors that are dependent upon the shellfish

fishery are also very heavily linked to the Washington economy, it is

necessary that the input/output model for analyzing their economic

impacts include not only a sector-by-sector accounting of the Alaskan

economy, but also a similar accounting for the Washington economy.

The specific objectives of this study are: (1) to determine the

economic linkages between harvesters and processors of Alaska shellfish

and other sectors of the Alaska and Washington economies; (2) to incor-

porate the sectors primarily connected to the shellfish fishery into

revised Alaska and Washington state economic input/output models; and

(3) to estimate economic impacts of potential permanent changes in the

Alaska shellfish fishery.

The organization of this report parallels the objectives. First,

there is a brief introduction to the history, scope, and nature of the

shellfish fishery in Alaska. Next, the shellfish harvesting and
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processing sectors are described and analyzed in terms of their economic

structures and economic linkages with other sectors of the Alaska and

Washington economies. An integrated Alaska-Washington input/output

model is next developed and the shellfish sectors are integrated into

the model. Finally, measures of the economic impacts of various potential

changes in developments within the industry are calculated using the

input/output model and the results are discussed in terms of their

impacts particularly on the most affected segments of the economies.
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II. AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ALASKAN SHELLFISH INDUSTRY

Species and Location

The principal species of shellfish caught in Alaska include king,

Tanner, and Dungeness crab and shrimp. 2/ The shellfish are harvested in

eight principal harvest areas as shown in Figure 1. Those include South-

eastern, Prince William Sound, Cook Inlet, Kodiak, Alaska Peninsula, Dutch

Harbor, Western Aleutians and Bering Sea.

History of Exploitation

The recent history of exploitation of the shellfish stocks is depicted

in Table 1 for three selected years (1969, 1972, and 1976). The more

sheltered areas of Southeastern Alaska and Prince William Sound, have not

been high shellfish producers during this period. In the earlier part of

the 11-year period from 1969-79, the principal shellfish fishery was around

Kodiak and, to a lesser extent, the Bering Sea and the Western Aleutians.

Toward the latter part of the period, while Kodiak maintained some

importance, the key fishery shifted to the Bering Sea. This trend is

apparent in 1976 and preliminary 1979 figures indicate a continuing growth

in importance of the Bering Sea fisheries.

About 70% of total shellfish revenue comes from sale of king crab.

The king crab fishery was the first highly successful crab fishery in

Alaska. Although there was some commercial exploitation of the species as

2/ There are three subspecies of king crab, two subspecies of Tanner
crab (opilio and bairdi) and several subspecies of shrimp. The various 
subspecies must be specifically managed, individually targeted upon In the
harvest and, in some cases, marketed separately at different prices.
However, in the interest of simplicity we have treated each species as
though its subspecies composition was constant.



Figure 1. Alaska Fishing Harvest Areas



Table 1. Alaskan Shellfish catch Statistics During Three Selected Years (1969, 1972, & 1976) for
Eight Geographic Areas (in 1976 dollars)
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far back as the 1920s, the first substantial catches occurred in 1953. The

production was rather constant until 1958 when a tremendous expansion

started and continued until the peak 1965-66 harvest year of 152 million

pounds. From this peak, the harvest level fell and did not recover until

1978 and 1979 when harvests were. 122.9 and 150.1 million pounds, respectively.

Despite the drop in production in the late 1960s and early 1970s, king crab

maintained its dominance in Alaska shellfish revenue because of its high

value per pound.

The Tanner crab fishery is increasing in importance and it appears to

be the most under-exploited shellfish in Alaska. Tanner crab was first

commercially harvested in Alaska by U.S. fishing vessels in 1961. By 1969

over 11 million pounds were landed, representing 8.8% of the shellfish catch

by weight. Tanner crab landings have continued to increase, reaching 15.6%

of total shellfish landings in 1972, 25.4% in 1976, and 38.6% in 1979. In

addition, foreign vessels harvest a large amount of Tanner crab in Alaskan

waters because it has been determined that the U.S. industry cannot harvest

and process the potential for the Tanner crab fishery. According to the

management plan for Tanner crab, the maximum sustainable yield in the

Bering Sea is 539 million pounds, which is 7 times the 1979 harvest in

that area by U.S. vessels.

The shrimp fishery in Alaska consists of a trawl fishery for smaller

species in the Kodiak and Alaska Peninsula areas and pot fishing for high

valued prawn species in the Cook Inlet area. The total shrimp catch in

Alaska increased from 16 million pounds in 1961, to a high of 129 million

pounds in 1976. Since 1976 the catch has declined to 50 million pounds in

1979.
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The ex-vessel price of Alaska shrimp averaged 4¢ per pound for many

years. Since 1973 the price has been around 10¢ per pound. Still, shrimp

accounted for only 12% of the value of shellfish harvest in 1976 despite

constituting 40% of the total pounds harvested.

Acceptable Harvest Levels

Fisheries are notoriously prone to overharvesting due to the tradition

of allowing open access to/anyone wishing to harvest from the fish stocks.

When combined with the biological dependence on residual (not-harvested)

stocks for reproduction, open access and exploitive harvesting can be

devastating to future production. Therefore, control of harvest is a most

important part of managing the fishery.

A number of different measures of stocks and yields are used to guide

fishery management and determine harvest levels., Maximum sustainable

yield (MSY) is as the term implies, a yield that can be sustained over

time. MSY depends on the size of the resource, reproductive characteristics

of the species and selectivity of the harvest method. There is some justifi-

cation for trying to maintain the fishery near MSY, but, in some cases,

there may be high economic costs of pursuing more scattered stocks as

harvest approaches MSY. Fish stocks are subject to wide fluctuations from

year to year, even when the-fishery is closely managed. Therefore, the

acceptable biological catch (ABC) could be above or below MSY in a particular

year as recruitment (new members in the fish population) is high or low.

Since accurate estimates of recruitment are often not available, ABC is

usually based on recent harvest trends. The concept of optimum yield (OY)

includes socio-economic considerations, such as a depressed market for the
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fish or a depressed local economy, in determining how the harvest should deviate

from ABC.

MSY, OY, and actual catch for each management area are shown in Table 2.

The most striking figure in the crab managementplans is the very high MSY

for tanner crab in the Bering Sea. The estimated MSY of 539 million pounds

is more than 5 times as large as the 1979 harvest. It reflects the potential

for harvesting large amounts of the opilio species of Tanner crab. However,

the opilio crab are smaller and less valuable than the bairdi species.

Many fishermen feel that it is not profitable to harvest the opilio crab.

The much lower “optimum yield” of 58-60 million pounds recognizes this

economic consideration.

For the highly profitable king crab, the major fishery management

task is prevention of over fishing rather than encouragement of more complete

exploitation. Control is accomplished by closing the season as soon as

the acceptable yield has been harvested. Guideline- harvest levels are set

before each season on the basis of fishery managers’ estimates of recruit-

ment-and the general condition of the fishery. When the season is opened,

fishery managers keep track of the volume harvested and monitor conditions

that might indicate a need for revising the harvest level. When the guide-

line harvest level is reached, the season is closed. In 1979, a greatly

increased fleet of large, efficient vessels required only 23 days to harvest

the ABC for king crab in the Bering Sea.

Harvest Restrictions

In addition to restrictions on the quantity harvested, there are

several regulations that are designed to prevent waste or damage to the

fishery stocks, provide stability in the fishery, protect local fisheries



Table 2. Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY), Optimum Yield (OY), and Actual 1976 Catch for Each
Management Area* (1,000 pounds)

*Maximum sustainable and optimum yields for king crab are taken from Fishery Management Plan for
Alaska King Crab, North Pacific Fishery Management Council.

Tanner crab is from Fishery Management Plan for the Commercial Tanner Crab Fishery Off the Coast
of Alaska, North Pacific Fishery Management Council (Anchorage, Alaska), May 16, 1978.
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and encourage the orderly development of unexploited fisheries. The principal

restrictions are season limits, exclusive area registration, gear restrictions,

size limits, and males only harvest. The regulations often differ from area

to area.

The seasons have generally been set in recent years to reduce deadloss

of softshell crabs and to curtail fishing during the breeding and egg hatch,

season. The opening date is often set to correspond with acceptable meat

recovery by the processors. The minimum size limitations have been enacted

to allow mature male crab to contribute to stock reproduction for one

breeding season before being harvested. The males only restriction is also

designed to prevent over-harvesting of the females in the reproducing stocks.

The gear restrictions have been used for a variety of reasons including

reducing the fishability of lost pots, limiting competition, making Tanner

crab regulations consistent with those for king crab, keeping larger king

crab out of the pots, allowing escape of undersized crabs, and reducing

sorting and handling problems. Exclusive area registration is designed to

protect small locally operating vessels which could not compete with the

large mobile fleets..

In the mid-1970s, fishery management began to include the concept of

reducing annual fluctuations or risk in the fisheries. This represented a

departure from the traditional maximum sustainable yield concept to one

that considered both biological and socio-economic management issues. One

method of achieving this goal was to set harvest regulations which maintained

a range in size of males in the fishery so that each breeding season did

not depend largely on new recruits achieving minimum size each year.
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Shellfish Harvesting

A total of 540 vessels participated in the 1976 shellfish harvest.

They ranged from small boats in the 20 feet-30 feet class up, to multi-million

dollar crabbers over 120 feet in length. Many of the smaller vessels are

used principally for salmon fishing and enter the shellfish fishery only to

fill in the off-season. Most of these vessels operate in local waters along

the Alaska coast. The larger vessels, are usually specialized for crab or

shrimp. Because of their size and equipment they are able to operate in  the

Bering Sea and other off-shore waters that would be dangerous and difficult

for the smaller vessels. The larger crab boats typically harvest both king

crab and Tanner crab, which provides a longer operating season.

Alaska Shellfish Bioeconomic Data Base

The best source of data on specific features of the shellfish harvesting

sector is a study conducted in 1977 by the Alaska Commercial Fisheries 

Entry Commission3/ under contract to the National Marine Fisheries Service.

The study involved summarization and analysis of data from the Alaska

Department of Fish and Game's fish ticket files, the Commercial Fisheries

Entry Commission's vessel registration records, plus data on costs, vessel

characteristics, and fishing operations supplied by 198 fishermen who

responded to a survey by the Entry Commission.

As a first step in the development of the bio-economic data base,

vessel registration files by species and location and fish ticket. files

were collated by the Entry Commission to account for duplicate listings

when vessels operated in more than one fishery. Fish ticket files, which

3/ Queirolo, Lewis E. et al., Alaska Shellfish Bioeconomic Data Base,
Alaska Commercial Fisheries Entry Commission, Juneau, 1978.
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include a record of every delivery of fish to Alaskan buyers or processors,

were then scanned to identify and eliminate licensed vessels that actually

had no landings of shellfish in 1976. For each of the 540 vessels that

were active in the 1976 shellfish fishery, the Entry Commission compiled

data on landings of each species in each location. Information on vessel.

size was obtained from the Entry Commission's license data which include

basic identification of the vessel (which also appears on the fish ticket),

its authorization for fishing by species, location, gear type; and a few

items of basic vessel characteristics such as length/tonnage displacement,

and horsepower.

The collated file of active shellfish vessels provided a-sampling list

for the Entry Commission's personal interview survey of 198 shellfish vessel

operators. Detailed information was collected from each of the operators

on characteristics of the vessel, gear, and crew and on 1976 operations and

costs. The survey responses for each vessel were then collated with its

fish ticket file and license data to compose a complete account of-the

vessel's characteristics, costs and 1976 operations.

The Entry Commission summarized their data by 12 subfleets, identified

on the basis of species harvested, areas fished and size of vessel (see

Table 3). Selected mean characteristics per vessel are shown in Table 4.

A complete discussion of the subfleets appears in the Entry Commission

Report.4/ A comparison, within each subfleet, of catch statistics for

the surveyed vessels to the same statistic for all vessels indicates that

the samples are good representations of the populations of vessels in the

subfleets.

4/ Queirolo, op cit., Table 3, Table 4, and pp. 53-92.
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Table 3. Alaska Shellfish Harvesting Subfleets
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Table 3. Continued



Table 4. Selected Mean Characteristics of Alaska Shellfish Harvesting Subfleets

SOURCE: Queirolo, Lewis E., et al., Alaska Shellfish Bioeconomic Data Base, Alaska Commercial Fisheries Entry
Commission, Juneau, 1978.
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Similarity between the sample and the entire subfleet indicates that

it is reasonably safe to use the means from the surveyed vessels as estimates

of the means for the vessels in a subfleet. Therefore, we used the count

of vessels actually within the population of each subfleet as weighting

factors for expanding the means for the sample into estimates of total 

investment, cost, employment, etc. for each subfleet.

The Entry Commission's division of the sample into subfleets. helps

describe the situation of unique components in this diverse industry;,

however, for determination of the economic impacts of the shellfish industry,

it is desirable to have a somewhat more aggregated categorization of the.

shellfish harvest operations. Therefore, we have further combined the

subfleets into three economic classes of shellfish harvesters as follows: 

(1) large vessels that harvest king and tanner crab in the Bering Sea land 

other western and central Alaska areas; (2) medium-sized vessels with a

moderate capital investment harvesting shrimp or crab, mostly in the Kodiak

area; (3) small, relatively low-cost vessels often targeting on non-shellfish

species, as well as shrimp or crab, in local waters of central and south-

eastern Alaska. The estimated mean characteristics and total for the three 

size classes and for the entire shellfish fleet, are presented in Table 5.

The estimate of gross earnings derived from the sample survey data is

$90.2 million for the entire shellfish fleet. This is 7% below the value

reported in fish ticket files. The underestimate must have arisen due to

a tendency to get slightly smaller, less active or less productive 'vessels

in the survey. If so, statistics other than gross earnings may also be

underreported, but there is no sure way to check this.

The vessels in the fleet averaged 61 feet in length and had an average

value of $356,000 for the vessel plus $60,000 worth of shellfish gear. The
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market value of the shellfish fleet, in 1976, totaled $ 192 million worth of

vessels plus $32 million of pots, nets and other shellfish gear.

There were an estimated 2.6 crew members per vessel, making 1,950 crew

members and skippers-working on these vessels. The vessels averaged 36.

trips each for a total of 19,360 shellfish trips during 1976.

Operating costs (costs that vary with the amount of fishing effort

such as fuel, food, crew share, etc.) totaled $38.1 million for the entire

shellfish fleet (Table 5) and fixed costs (e.g., insurance, licenses,

etc.) totaled $17.8 million. In addition, skipper shares amounted to

$13.7 million, leaving about $22 million as return to owners on an

investment that totaled $207 million as the shellfish share.

Large Crab Fleet

According to the Entry Commission's analysis of the 1976 Alaska

shellfish harvesting operation, there were 133 vessels that were classified

as large crab boats operating in multiple areas. These constituted subfleets

12 and 13 in their study.

All vessels assigned to these subfleets were over 65 feet in length.

The average length of a vessel was 90 feet. The average market value of

the vessel was estimated to be $890,000, and the shellfish gear on these

vessels had an estimated value of $132,000.

The vessels in this category had an average gross return from 1976

shellfish operations of $438,000. Virtually all of this revenue was from

sale of king and tanner crab, with only incidental amounts of revenue from

one or two boats that also landed Dungeness crab or for non-shellfish

species. The total value of king and Tanner crab landings reported by

this group was $58 million or 72% of the value of king and Tanner crab
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reported by all vessels. These large vessels are sometimes referred to as

the “Bering Sea Fleet” because they operate principally in that highly

productive and rapidly expanding fishery. Some. of these vessels also fish

other parts of western Alaska, and a few fish in the vicinity of Kodiak

Island or other central or southeastern Alaska areas.

The exploitation of the Bering Sea fisheries proved to be very

profitable during the 1970s and this has encouraged investors to build

vessels specifically designed and equipped to operate in that area. As a

result, the vessels in this group are relatively new. The average age for

the entire group was 12 years. The newer vessels tended to be larger than

the older ones, more powerful, better equipped, and hence more expensive.

The total market value of these vessels and gear was $135 million in 1976.

A substantial fraction of the total has been invested in very recent times.

Rapidly increasing gross earnings and high profits in this fishery

have attracted an accelerating influx of new capital. In response to some

questions about their future plans, most of the vessel operators in this

category indicated an intention to either. build new vessels or modify their

present vessel. At the time they were surveyed in 1977, 50% intended to

build new vessels, ranging up to 170 feet in length and costing from

$1 million to $3 million per ship. During 1977, 1978 and 1979 new vessels

were in fact added to this fleet at a very rapid rate. Shipyards in the

Puget Sound area were running at capacity building for the Alaska crab

fishermen. In addition, a number of crab vessels were built in Gulf Coast

shipyards and on the East Coast. However, when the value of the 1979 king

crab harvest fell percipitously, the pace of additions of new vessels in

the fishery slowed markedly.
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Because of the amount of capital required and the large scale business

involved, these vessels are operated more as a business enterprise than

would be characteristic of the typical fisherman operating his own vessel

with the help of one or two deckhands. Many fishermen cannot finance the

$1 million or more that it takes to purchase and outfit one of these vessels.

So, they either operate as a hired skipper or share-owner in a vessel owned

by outside investors. Outside capital has found these vessels to be a

lucrative investment that rapidly increases in market value and provides

distinct tax advantages due to large depreciation and interest deductions.

A substantial proportion of the vessels in this class are operated out

of Washington home ports. According to the license file data, 53% of the

vessels over 100 feet in length that were licensed for king crab fishing in

1976 came from Washington home ports. Although this was only 15% of all

licensed boats, the Washington vessels harvested 57% of the king crab in

1976. The Washington vessels operating in the king crab fishery tend to be

larger, more modern vessels with relatively larger catch per vessel.

Most of the large king crab boats that are not from Washington ports

are based in Kodiak. They also often move out to fish the Bering Sea.

Even the Alaska-based boats in this size category have a strong Seattle

connect ion. Many were built in Puget Sound shipyards. They are too large

for Alaskan yards so it is necessary for them to return yearly to Puget

Sound shipyards for hull maintenance. Furthermore, parts, supplies and

maintenance services are readily available in Washington at prices that

are considerably below those In Alaska. So, the fisherman can save money

by going to Seattle for repairs and restocking. Finally, many of the

fishermen and their families use the annual maintenance trip as an oppor-

tunity for a vacation in the Seattle area. In fact, it is not unusual
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for Alaska fishermen to establish a second home in the Seattle area and

for that to eventually become the residence where they and their families

spend most of the year.

On the average, the large crab boats were marginally profitable in

1976. Gross returns averaged $438,000 per vessel. Operating costs other

than labor were $141,000 per vessel, leaving a net margin of $297,000 as

return to labor, management, and investment. Crew members on these vessels

are typically each paid a 7% share of the gross earnings.  With an average

of almost 3.5 crew members, other than the skipper, the crew share would

be about $105,000 per  vessel. Cut of the remainder, a skipper share of

about 15% of the gross, or $66,000, must be paid, leaving $124,000 to

cover the interest and depreciation on a $1 million investment in vessel

and gear. Many of the skippers are part owners of the vessel.

Medium-Size Shellfish Harvest Vessels

The Bioeconomic Data Base includes three subfleets with 126 shellfish

harvesting vessels that are greater than 50 feet in length, but not generally

as large as the specialized crab vessels in their subfleets I2 and I3.

Subfleet A2 includes the 49 larger shrimp boats which generally operate in

the Kodiak area, plus Cook Inlet and the Alaska Peninsula. These were

fairly specialized shrimp vessels with relatively small, incidental landings

of other species. Subfleet BC included 36 vessels that landed both shrimp

and crab in 1976. Two-thirds of their gross earnings in 1976 came from

crab, and one-third from shrimp. The vessels in this subfleet operate in

the Alaska Peninsula, Kodiak, and Bering Sea areas. Subfleet G2 consisted

of 43 crab boats, all greater than 50 feet in length, that operated only

in the Kodiak area. A few vessels in the l00-foot category operated in the
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Kodiak area and hence were included in subfleet G2; however, most vessels

in the 90-foot or above class fish the Bering Sea and were included in the

subfleet I2 or I3 along with the other large vessels from the Seattle fleet.

Vessels in the medium-size category averaged 70 feet in length. They

tended to be older than the large crab vessels, with an average construction

date of 1958. It was particularly likely for the specialized shrimp boats

and the crabbers who operated only in the Kodiak area to be older, whereas

the combination shrimp-crab fleet were typically somewhat newer. The average

market value of the vessel and gear was $404,000, or less than half of the

average value of the large "Bering Sea" crab boats. The average crew on

these vessels was 2.8, in addition to the skipper, which means that the

average investment per crew member was considerably less than on the larger

boats.

Vessels in the medium size category are much more likely to be Alaska

based, have an Alaska home port, and stay in Alaska for repairs, maintenance,

and outfitting. According to the evaluation of shrimp harvest by home

port of vessel, only 25% of the vessels and 25% of the harvest were taken

by Washington or Oregon vessels. However, some of the larger Alaska-based

shrimpers and crabbers do travel to the Puget Sound area each year for

their repairs and maintenance.

Local and Small Subfleets

The Entry Commission study identified 9 shellfish subfleets that

operate exclusively in one of the local areas of Alaska. Many of the 281

vessels in these local subfleets are relatively small--the average length

was 44 feet and they averaged less than two crewmen (in addition to the

skipper) per vessel. They also tend to be older than the larger shellfish
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fishing vessels. The average in 1976 was 16 years of age. Most of these

vessels are harvesting crab--only 19 were shrimpers. Most also operate in

other fisheries such as salmon or halibut. In fact, for many of them

crabbing is an off-season sideline to supplement income from their principal

fishery. This may explain why they have only limited livetank capacity.

Because of small size, age. and limited shellfish equipment, the capital

investment in these boats is relatively small. The average value of vessel

and shellfish gear in 1976 was only $133,000, which is only slightly more

than one-tenth of the value of the large vessels. As a result, the average

investment per worker is only about 20% as large as it is on the large

specialized crab boats. The gross returns from shellfish fishing by these

vessels averaged only $44,000 in 1976. Fortunately, the variable and fixed

costs of operating these vessels are relatively small, and a substantial

portion of the fixed costs are covered by salmon, halibut or other non-

shellfish species. The average skippershare plus net returns above operating

cost totaled $15,000 per vessel.

The 281 vessels in this class made up more than half of all the vessels

operating in the Alaska shellfish fishery in 1976. However, their gross

returns from shellfish total only $12.3 million, which is approximately

14% of the total shellfish harvest. Diversification into other fisheries,

low overhead, and a typical do-it-yourself operation made it possible for

some of these fishermen to make a reasonably good return on their capital

investment and their own labor and management input.

Vessels in the smaller class are more typically Alaskan fishing

operations. The operators and the crew are usually Alaskan residents, and

the vessel is kept in Alaska where it is serviced, repaired, and stacked

for fishing operations. Involvement in other fisheries tends to keep the
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vessel in Alaska, and many of these boats are small enough so that it is

feasible to do all the repairs on the boat in Alaskan facilities. An annual

trip to the South is neither comfortable, safe, nor as advantageous in

cost savings as it is for the larger Alaskan-based boats.

Shellfish Processing

 Virtually all shellfish that are commercially harvested in Alaska are

delivered to processing plants, located reasonably close to fishing grounds,

where they are cleaned, cooked, and prepared for shipment to U.S. and

international markets. The amount that moves directly from fishermen to

consumers in Alaska is quite small.

The processing plants clean and cook the shellfish as soon as it is

received. After the initial processing, some of the crab and shrimp are

processed further toward final product forms which are principally crab

sections, claws, and meat, and shrimp meat. The rest is simply frozen in

bulk and shipped out to reprocessing plants in the Puget Sound region or

in the Far East. Even products that are in a retailable form are generally

shipped to reprocessors for repackaging, labeling, cold storage, and marketing.

The volume of Alaska shellfish processing by product type is presented

in Table 6.5/ These data are based on reports submitted by all fish

processors in Alaska. It should be noted that other sources report somewhat

different weights of processed product.6/   A recent, detailed study of

5/ Alaska Dept. of Fish & Game, Alaska 1976 Catch and Production, Statis-
tical-Leaflet No. 29, Division of Commercial Fisheries, Juneau, July 1979.

6/ National Marine Fisheries Service, Current Fishery Production, Annual
Summary, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1976.
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Table 6. Processed Shellfish Production and Value by Product Type, Alaska,
1976
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shellfish processing7/ documented several potential problems with these

data. However, errors in the official estimates seem likely to be small

with the exception of possible underestimate in processed shrimp output.

Orth’s calculations indicate that the volume of shrimp catch should yield

somewhat more product output, given normal assumptions about rates of

conversion from raw to processed product.

Shellfish processing plants are widely distributed throughout Alaskan

fishing regions. Processing plants must be reasonably accessible to the 

fishing grounds. Crab must be delivered live and shrimp need to be

delivered to processors as soon as possible after they are caught. Fisher-

men want to minimize the running time required for traveling from the

grounds to the processor and back.

Orth reported, in 1973-75, 88 plants producing crab products in Alaska.

The largest plants are in the Western region which produces nearly three-

fourths of all Alaskan king and tanner crab. This is also the area of

most rapid growth in capacity, in many cases by bringing floating plants.

By January, 1978, Orth estimated that there were 25 crab processing plants

in the Western, region. The total capacity of these plants was 2.6 million

pounds per day of king crab or 2.0 million pounds per day of tanner crab.

This amounted to more than one-half of the total capacity in Alaska.

Shrimp processing is concentrated in the Kodiak area, which had 8 of

16 shrimp plants and two-thirds of the state’s capacity in 1977-78. As

with crab, the center of production has been moving to the West and

processing has been following. Capacity is being added in the West, but

7/ Orth, F.L., J.A. Richardson, and S.M. Piddle, Market Structure of

the Alaska Seafood Processing Industry, U. of Alaska Sea Grant Report No.
78-10, Dec. 1979, p. 157.
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it still was not adequate to handle the area's 1977 production. On' the

other hand, Kodiak had substantially more processing capacity than would

be needed to handle the catch in that area in recent years.

Shellfish processing operations vary substantially from small plants

operating far below-capacity to one plant that produced more than 3 million

pounds of crab meat products during the season.8/ Differences in shellfish

output per plant are more a result of variations in availability of raw

product than of differences in size of the plant itself. Several of the

larger plants also handled a large volume of salmon or other species

which increased the overall utilization of their facilities.

In most Alaska regions there is considerable overcapacity in shellfish

processing. Thisarises because of the cycles in shellfish harvests and

the freedom for more and more vessels to enter and speed up the harvest.

As new fishing grounds are discovered or harvestable stocks increase, 'there

is a great demand for more processing capacity to handle the catch. If

more vessels and fishermen are allowed 'to enter, the harvests will be

completed more quickly. This creates demand for more processing capacity

to handle the higher rate of catch per day. However, the plants will only

be used for a few days out of their total annual capacity; If the resource

dwindles and the catch falls, as has often happened, the added processing

capacity will be even further underutilized. A large exodus of harvesting

capacity from a no-longer lucrative fishery may actually result in a longer

season for a smaller harvest and daily landings that are far below the

processing plants' daily capacity.

8/ Orth, et al., op. cit., pp. 56-59.
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The most extreme overcapacity problems are in Southeast Alaska. Crab

plants in that region have very low output per plant, but their capacity

per day averages almost the same as the much more productive plants in

Kodiak and Western Alaska areas. In fact, the six plants in Southeastern

Alaska could have processed the region’s entire 1976 crab catch in only

eight days if they could have operated at capacity for only that short a

time. Actually, the harvesting and processing of king, tanner and Dungeness

crab in that area is spread over most of the year and the plants simply

operate at a small fraction of their capacity during a relatively long

season. The capacity is utilized for other species, but still there is

substantial underutilization of capacity.

Overcapacity is a problem in both crab and shrimp processing for all

areas. According to Orth,9/  the Western Alaska region had enough capacity

to process the 1977 king and tanner crab harvests in about 32 days for

each. By 1979, the king crab season in the Bering Sea was down to only 23

days and the total catch was above the 1977 level. Even though more capacity

had been added, there were serious bottlenecks during the short season and

pressure to add still more capacity. But the extremely short season means

that the plants stand idle for much of the year.

9/ Orth, et. al., op., cit., pp. 110-120.
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III. STRUCTURE OF THE ALASKA AND WASHINGTON ECONOMIES:

AN INPUT/OUTPUT ANALYSIS

Shellfish and the Alaska Economy

The shellfish harvesting and processing sectors are important

components of the Alaska economy. The value of the shellfish catch has

grown at a rate of more than 20% per year since 1960. The landed value

of all shellfish harvested in 1976 totaled $96 million. An additional

$81 million of value was added during processing to yield a total

wholesale value of $177 million worth of processed shellfish products.

This amounts to almost 2% of total 1976 gross receipts by all sectors in

the Alaska economy and ranks the combined shellfish sectors above several

highly respected economic sectors. For example, the shellfish harvesting

sector had earnings nearly 5 times as large as earnings in mining (excluding

petroleum) and more than 10 times as large as Alaska agriculture's gross

receipts. Several major sectors such as finance and insurance, communica-

tions and utilities, and medical services each had 1976 gross earnings

in Alaska that were approximately the same as the gross earnings of the

shellfish harvesting sector.

The shellfish sector is more important to the Alaska economy than

would be indicated by comparing its size to the rest of the economy.

The reason for its importance is that the shellfish industry is one of

the "basic" industries in the Alaska economy. Basic industries use the

region's basic natural or human resources to produce a product that is

exported and sold outside of the region. The sale of the exported

shellfish products brings in the funds which the basic industry uses to

buy inputs, pay workers, and yield a net return to resource and company

owners.
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The non-basic sector makes sales to the basic industries, the

resident population, and the other industries in the non-basic sector.

Size of the non-basic sector depends upon the size of the basic sector

and the "maturity" of the local economy. "Maturity" or "depth" of an

economy is reflected in a wide variety of goods and services available

locally and in a high proportion of business inputs and consumer goods

produced locally rather than being imported from outside.

The basic sector is the independent or autonomous part of the

economy. A basic industry, such as the shellfish industry, may move up

or down for various reasons such as new discoveries, depletion of a

resource base, or changes in the export market for its product. The

non-basic portion of the economy, and other local industries that produce

for local markets, is carried along by its sales to the basic sector and

its workers. Furthermore, as local businesses expand to serve the basic

sector, they buy more inputs for their own operation and bring in more

employees of their own who also need local services. The extent of this

cumulative building of growth on growth depends on the self-sufficiency

of the region's economy. If most things are locally supplied rather

than being imported from outside, the total growth that follows from an

initial autonomous change will be much larger. However, without a base

of some sort, growth cannot happen unless the region is completely

self-sufficient in everything that is consumed.

The Alaska economy has several important basic industries which,

like the shellfish industries, rely on the state's abundant and unique

natural resources to produce commodities that are exported to national

or international markets. Other important basic industries in Alaska

are salmon and other fishing, petroleum, and forest products. The
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Alaska tourism and recreation sector also makes substantial "export"

sales to non-residents, and there are substantial federal government

operations that use Alaska's geography with at least some purchases made

locally using "outside" money (i.e., federal funds).

Despite its rich endowment of natural resources, the Alaskan economy

is small in comparison to many other states that have much less of a

natural resource base. One reason for the difference is that Alaska

lacks 'manufacturing or specialized service industries other than those,

like shellfish processing, that are an integral part of natural resource

extraction. It has nothing in its economy comparable to Washington's

aerospace industry, or Oregon's electronics industry. So, Alaska has

nothing to export other than its natural resource products.

A second factor in the lack of size of the Alaska economy is the

limited local availability of supplies and services. Alaska businesses

and consumers often turn to outside suppliers and import things that

they need or want from more mature economies. As a result, expansion of

a basic sector in Alaska, such as the shellfish industries, does not

induce as much growth in the local supporting sectors as it would had it

occurred in a more mature economy. What actually happens is that much

of the supporting sector growth occurs in the regions that supply those

services, rather than in Alaska. Money brought into Alaska by exports

from the basic natural resource industries quickly leaks out to other

regions.

The Alaska economy's closest external ties are with the state of

Washington. Washington's location is an advantage, and it has a well

developed waterborne transportation System. Furthermore, Washington

businesses are well prepared to serve Alaska consumers, businesses,
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and major industries, such as fishing, forestry, construction, and

transportation. In many respects, it is cheaper and easier for Alaskans

to rely on Washington suppliers rather than to patronize their own

manufacturers, services, and trades. So, there is a long-standing and

widespread trade between Alaska and Washington. The Alaska shellfish

industry shares these strong external ties with the Washington economy.

Regional Economic Models

A general understanding of the local economic structure gives some

indication of the economic impacts that might arise from changes in the

Alaska shellfish industry. However, it would be preferable to be more

specific and quantitative about how basic resource and economic changes

impact the entire economy.

Early attempts at quantifying these relationships centered on

regional economic base analysis, which was developed in the late 1950s

by Tiebout10/ and others Economic base analysis focuses on the different

functions of the basic or export sector and the non-basic or local

sector. The ratio of sales, employment, or income in the non-basic

sector to that of the basic sector is used as a multiplier, indicating

the rate at which the non-basic sector will expand as there is a growth,

for some independent reason, in the basic sector. One weakness of this

approach is that all the industries in the basic sector are assumed to

have the same effect upon the non-basic sector. If individual industries

actually have very different relationships to the non-basic sector,

economic impacts may be quite different from that which would be pre-

dicted by a simple export base multiplier.

10/Tiebout, Charles, "The Urban Economic Base Reconsidered," Land
Economics, Vol. 32(l), 1956.
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A more elaborate type of economic base study with several basic

subsectors can allow for different rates of impact by different basic

industries. However, it is difficult to determine the rates at which

different subsectors affect the overall economy when all are interacting

at the same time. For example, in Alaska it would be very difficult to

tell how much local non-basic economic activity was attributable to the

shellfish industry since its effects are intermixed with impacts attrib-

utable to salmon or other fisheries, logging; tourism, and other industries

that are all located in the same region. As one moves upward towards

larger aggregate economies, such as an entire state, the difficulties of

separating out the impacts of a particular sector become even more

insurmountable. So, most analysts have turned in recent years to the

technique of regional input/output analysis which. gives more detailed

treatment to the unique nature of each sector's role in the inter-

dependent economy.

Structure of an Input/Output Model for
Analyzing Shellfish Impacts

Input/output is a method for analyzing the structure of an economy

based on an accounting of the flows among sectors within an economy,

between the economy and the outside world, and between the economy and

the residents (households) of the area.. The method was developed in the

1940s by Leontief.ll/ The first applications were to the U.S. national

economy. In recent years, input/output has been widely used for analyzing

the structure and responsiveness of state and regional economies.

11/Leontief, Wasily
1939, International Arts
1951.

W The Structure of the American Economy, 1919-
& Sciences Press, Inc., White Plains, N.Y.,
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An input/output model is based on a system of accounts that encompass

all transactions within the economy. There is one account for each

economic sector and one entry for each transaction between sectors. For

example, an Alaska I/O model might have an account for shrimp processing

and within that account, entries for the purchases by shrimp processors

from shrimp fishermen, fuel suppliers, workers, etc. Most of the sectors

are "industries" such as shrimp processing, shrimp harvesting, wholesale

and retail trade, etc. However, there are also special accounts for

external trade with sectors outside of the regional economy--represented

by import purchases and export sales, the households or residents of the

region--reflected in purchases of labor. and other personal services from

households and sales of consumption goods to households, and the capital

resources of the region--represented by rent, interest, and dividend

payments made to purchase the services of capital, by capital consumption

allowances, and by the sales- of goods and services for the net capital

investments.

The I/O accounts are arranged in a matrix format with a column for

each economic sector. Within the sector's column, each element shows

the total value of that sector's purchases from each of the other

sectors within the economy.

The I/O model designed to analyze the impacts of the Alaska shell-

fish fishery includes both the Alaska and Washington economies to take

into account the close ties that exist between the Alaska and Washington

economies. As was mentioned earlier; a significant portion of the

shellfish harvest fleet is based in Washington. These and many of the

Alaska-based vessels as well rely upon purchases from Washington to

supply and maintain their equipment. Processing plants are also often
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owned and managed by Washington firms, obtain significant portions of

their supplies from Washington, and ship most of their product to

Washington for reprocessing or storage and transshipment. In addition,

other sectors within the Alaska economy are also closely linked to the

Washington economy, and Alaska consumers spend a substantial amount of

their income on Washington-supplied goods and services.

The Alaska-Washington I/O model includes full sets of sector accounts

for Alaska and for Washington. Each sector's account includes purchase

and sales transactions with sectors in the other state, as well as

within the same state. A simple block diagram of this system of accounts

is shown in Figure 2. The general approach has been labeled multi-

regional input/output analysis (MRIO).12/ Purchases by Alaska industries

and households from other Alaska sectors are entered in Block A, the

upper left-hand portion of the matrix. Purchases that these same Alaska

industries and households make from Washington economic sectors are

entered in Block B. Comparable Washington from Washington purchases are

entered in Block E, and Washington from Alaska purchases are entered in

Block D. Thus, the two economies are integrated, but trade between them

is explicitly identified rather than being lost in aggregated import and

export accounts. Purchases from exogenous sectors, such as imports from

other regions or direct resource use, appear in marginal Blocks C, F,

and J. Purchases by exogenous sectors, such as exports, federal govern-

ment or capital investments, are in Blocks G, H, and J.

12/MRIO was developed in formal detail by Polenske in a monumental
MRIO for the entire U.S. economy. Each state represents a block component
and all interstate transactions are accounted for. For example, the
accounts would theoretically show purchases by the Washington aerospace
manufacturing sector from the electronics manufacturing sector in
California, as well as the plethora of purchases from other sectors in
other states. In a recent application, Wilkins developed a 3-state MRIO
for the Washington-Oregon-Idaho Pacific Northwest region.



Figure 2. Structure of the Alaska-Washington Input/Output Model, Households Endogenous
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Within the I/O, there must be an accounting for all the economy's

inputs and outputs, and each sector's total inputs and outputs must be

divided into transactions with each of the other sectors. There is,

considerable latitude in the way that the economy is divided into sectors

if the necessary data on purchase and sales transactions are available.

In constructing the Alaska-Washington I/O for analyzing the economic

impacts of the shellfish fishery in Alaska, we have followed the practice

of defining the shellfish harvesting and processing sectors in consid-

erable detail. However, in the rest of the economy, there is a rather

high degree of aggregation since we are concerned primarily with the

quantity but not the details of impacts in that portion of the economy.

A list of the sectors and their definitions is given in Table 7.

Alaska and Washington Input/Output Models

Most of the important elements in the multi-regional input/output

analysis of the Alaska and Washington economies are in the state input/

output models. Because of the heavy expense in time and resources

necessary to construct I/O models from the ground up, it was decided

early on to make use of existing models. To select the models, two

criteria in addition to acceptable overall quality were used as general

guides. First, the models should be recent so they can be updated to

the analysis year 1976 with minimum distortion. Second, the models

should permit a fairly easy recombination of sectors to the desired

sector breakdowns. Specifically, it should be possible to break out

Alaska fishing, Alaska fish processing, and Washington fishing as

independent sectors. The other sectors to be used are sufficiently

aggregated that they can be fairly easily developed in most models.
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Table 7. Definitions of Sectors in the Alaska-Washington Input/Output Model

Abbreviated
Name Definition

Alaska Sectors

AGRI. All agricultural production, crops and livestock

SHP.FISH Fishing for shrimp by Alaskan vessels

CRB.FISH

OTR.FISH

Fishing for crab by Alaskan vessels

Fishing for non-shellfish species in Alaska

FORESTRY

MIN.PETR

LUMB.PCP

SHP.PROC

CRB.PROC

OTR.PROC

OTRMANUF

CONST.

TRANSP.

COMMyUT.

Forestry

Mining and petroleum production

Lumber, wood products, pulp and paper

Processing shrimp in Alaska

Processing erab in Alaska

Processing other fish

All other manufacturing

Construction

Transportation services

Communication and utilities

F.I.R.E. Finance, insurance, and real estate

TRADE Wholesale and retail trade

S E R V I C E S All privately supplied services

STATELOC State and local government

Washington Sectors

AGRI.

SHP.FISH

CRB.FISH

OTR.FISH

FISHPROC

MIN.OILG

LUMB.P.P.

OTRMANUF

CONST.

TRANSP.S

COMM-UT.

All agricultural production, crops and livestock

Fishing for shrimp by Washington vessels

Fishing for crab by Washington vessels

Fishing for non-shellfish species in Washington

Fish processing

Mining and petroleum production

Lumber, wood products, pulp and paper

All other manufacturing

Construction

Transportation services

Communication and utilities
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Table 7. Continued

Abbreviated
Name Definition

F.I.R.E.

TRADE

S E R V I C E S

FORESTRY

Value Added

AK.H.H.

WA.H.H.

V.A.OTR.

IMPORTS

Final Demands

AK.H.H.

WA.H.H.

FED.GOVT

ST-LOCAL

INVEST

EXPORTS

Finance, insurance, and real estate

Wholesale and retail trade

All privately supplied services

Forestry

Wage and salary payments to Alaska households

Wage and salary payments to Washington households

Other value added including rents, interest, profits, capital
consumption, & taxes other than to Alaska state & local gov't

Purchases from outside Alaska or Washington

Consumption purchases by Alaska households

Consumption purchases by Washington households

Federal government expenditures in Alaska and Washington

State and local government expenditures in Washington

Net private capital investment

Sales outside of Alaska or Washington
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Philip J. Bourque and Richard S. Conway, Jr. in 1977 published the

most important, recent input/output study of the Washington State

economy.13/ The model applied to 1972; earlier input/output studies of

the state economy in 1963 and 1967 also have been published by Bourque

and others. The 1972 model included 51 sectors including a separate

fishing sector. It was developed principally from primary sales and

purchases data collected through a sample survey of Washington industries

and firms. Published secondary data were used to provide "control

totals" of the overall level of economic activity and to fill in gaps in

the survey data. Because of its recent publication, reliance on primary

data, and detail, the Bourque-Conway model was chosen as the basis for

estimating the 1976 Washington model used in this study.

Two relatively recent input/output models of the Alaska economy

were reviewed for adaptation for this study; one was prepared by Charles

L. Logsdon and Kenneth L. Casavant, and the second by Mathematical

Sciences Northwest, Inc. and Human Resources Planning Institute, Inc.14/

These two models are very similar. First, both are constructed for

1972. Second, they contain approximately the same number of sectors

exclusive of final demands, 16 for the Logsdon-Casavant model, and 14

13Bourque, Ph
Input/Output Study,
of Washington, June

ilip J., and Richard S. Conway, Jr., The 1972 Washington
Graduate School of Business Administration, University
1977. In addition to using the Bourque-Conway model

directly, some use was made of it as aggregated by John Wilkins,
"Construction of a Multi-Regional Input/Output Model for the Pacific
Northwest," Northwest Energy Policy Project, Portland, 1977.

14/Logsdon, Charles L., and Kenneth L. Casavant, "Alaska-Washington
Trade: An Applied Input/Output Study," Bulletin 848, College of
Agriculture Research Center, Washington State University, June 1977;
Mathematical Sciences Northwest, Inc. and Human Resources Planning
Institute, Inc., "A Social and Economic Study of Off-Shore Petroleum
and Natural Gas Development in Alaska," report to the Bureau of Land
Management, Department of the Interior, October 1976.
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for the Mathematical Sciences-Human Resources model. Third, each model

is derived from earlier models with revisions based onsecondary data.

The Logsdon-Casavant model has some advantages for this study. It

breaks out the fishing and fish processing industries as separate sectors.

The Logsdon-Casavant model also pays particular attention to the nature

of Washington-Alaska trade which is a concern of this study. For these

reasons, the logsdon-Casavant model was chosen for use in this study.

The first step in constructing new 1976 transaction tables involved

updating estimates of sector output in the original tables. For many

sectors, output data were not readily available or were not consistent

with the tables 1972 estimates. Hence, the updating of sector outputs

was generally based on indices calculated from published output proxies

such as value added, payroll, or sales.15/ Thus, to estimate a sector's

1976 output, value added in 1976, was divided by value added in 1972 and

this ratio then multiplied by 1972 sector output. The result is an

estimate of the sector's 1976 total output.

In the second step, updated 1976 transaction matrices were prepared,

assuming that input purchases per dollar of output remain constant in

each sector. All inter-industry purchases, imports, and value added of

each sector were increased in the same proportion as the 1972 to 1976

increase in total output.. Given the relatively short updating period of

only four years and the aggregated character of most sectors, this 

proportional procedure is quite. acceptable.

15/Value added estimates were taken from U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, Annual Survey of Manufactures, 1976; payroll data
from U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, County Business
Patterns, 1976, and State of Alaska, The Alaska Economy, 1977; and sales
data again from the latter source.
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Completion of the estimated inter-industry purchases by every

sector also fills in the state's entire transaction matrix. These

estimates appear in the Alaska-to-Alaska and Washington-to-Washington

portions of Table 8, which is the transactions matrix for the Alaska-

Washington I/O model. The total inter-industry sales of every sector

were then calculated by adding across columns of industry purchasing

sectors. The difference between a sector's total output or sales and

inter-industry sales is an estimate of the sector's sales to final

demand.

The third step in constructing the transactions matrices involved

dividing the total residual sales allocated to final demands among the

final demand sectors--household consumption, investment, government,

purchases, and exports. The demands were estimated from each residual

based on-their proportions of total final-demand in 1972. As a check on

this estimation procedure, the ratios of final demand sales to total

sales in 1976 and 1972 were compared and in most cases found to be

reasonably close.

In the fourth step of the analysis, the matrices were aggregated to

correspond to the chosen sector breakdowns. In all cases, this only

involved combining sectors; no subdivision was required.

In the fifth step of constructing new transactions matrices, the

value added and imports rows and the exports column of each matrix were

subdivided. Value added was divided into one row representing wages,

salaries, and income to proprietorships and partnerships and a second

row representing income to corporations and all other value added. The

division for each sector was based on data in County Business Patterns

and The Alaska Economy, 1977 showing wages and salaries by industry and



Table 8. Transactions Matrix for the Alaska-Washington Input/Output Model, 1976 ($ million)





Table 8. Continued
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general knowledge of the importance of proprietorships and partnerships

in that industry.

Alaska-Washington Interstate Trade

The Alaska-Washington I/0 model is in the MRIO format which requires

detailed figures on transactions between Alaska and Washington economic

sectors. Data on trade flows are not normally collected and summarized

in this much detail. In fact, it is often difficult to determine even

the state from which an import is purchased or to which an export is

sold. However, Alaska's external trade moves almost entirely by water,

and water trade statistics by origin and destination are compiled by the

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.16/ Furthermore, Alaska interstate trade

takes place exclusively with Washington for several important goods and

services.

The Logsdon-Casavant analysis made use of this information to

divide each Alaska sector's imports into imports from Washington and

those originating elsewhere. Similarly, they divided exports from

Washingtonsectors into exports to Alaska and exports to other destina-

tions. However, they made no estimates of trade flowing from Alaska to

Washington.

We used the Logsdon-Casavant estimates for 1972 as the beginning

point for our estimates Of Alaska imports from Washington and Washington

exports from Alaska. Waterborne commerce data (U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers) and more recent economic production data were used to update

these to 1976. Those more recent data were also used to prepare estimates

16/U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Waterborne Commerce Statistics of
the United States, Washington, D.C., annual.



of Alaska exports to Washington and Washington imports from Alaska, both

of which were omitted in the Logsdon-Casavant study.

The final step in constructing the trade portion of the Alaska-

Washington I/O model is to fill in, sector by sector, the distribution

of each sector's imports among the other state's exporting sectors. As

a first approximation, it was assumed that Alaska's general sectors,

such as trades and services, would have a pattern of total purchases

similar to that of the corresponding Washington sectors. However, the

Alaskan business would have to turn to Washington suppliers for some

inputs that are not adequately available in Alaska. Therefore, the

imports from Washington sectors were estimated to equal the difference

between what the Alaska businesses buy in Alaska and what comparable,

Washington businesses buy within Washington. In the case of the shell-

fish sectors, other information; which will be described later, was used

to estimate those sectors' imports from Washington sectors.

Purchases by Washington industries from the Alaskan 'economy are

much less widespread. They are concentrated mostly in a few sectors

where Alaska has a comparative advantage in supplying some special items

such as petroleum and tourist services, or where Alaskan industries

provide an intermediate service to Washington firms operating in Alaska.

Alaska transportation services and utilities supplied to Washington were

distributed among Washington purchasing industries in proportion to the

volume of their sales to Alaska industries.

Input/Output Transactions of the Alaska
Shellfish Harvesting Sector

Since the principal purpose of this study is to measure the economic

impacts of the Alaska shellfish fishery, it is necessary to give special
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attention to the definition and description of the shellfish harvesting

and processing sectors. The subsectors selected were:

Crab harvesting by Alaska-based vessels

Shrimp harvesting by Alaska-based vessels

Crab processing in Alaska

Shrimp processing in Alaska

Crab harvesting by Washington-based vessels

Shrimp harvesting by Washington-based vessels

The first four sectors are nominally Alaska economic sectors, and

the last two, Washington-based vessels17/ harvesting shellfish in Alaska,

are nominally part of the Washington economy. However, all of these

sectors have economic connections to both states' economies. Alaska-

based vessels make significant purchases from Washington businesses, as

do also the processing plants. Washington-based vessels, on the other

hand, buy some of their inputs in Alaska and sell all of their catch 

to processors in Alaska. In the Alaska-Washington I/O, this interstate

interdependency is reflected in significant transactions-across the

state lines, with sectors in the other state's economy.

The basic source of information for the purchases by the shellfish

harvesting sectors was the Entry Commission's survey of vessel operators

in the industry. The vessel operators' estimates of costs by category

were apportioned between shellfish harvesting activities and harvesting

of other species. The Entry Commission prepared a special tabulation of

the individual cost items (fuel, bait, food, etc.) for each of the

subfleets These costs were apportioned among the shellfish species

17/A very small number of non-Alaska, non-Washington vessels are
included in this category.

18/Roger Kolden, letters with tables attached to Richard Marasco,
Northwest & Alaska Fisheries Center, April 12, 1979, and January 3, 1980.
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on the basis of the number of days a vessel fished for each species.

When there was no report of a cost item which could confidently be

presumed to be incurred by every vessel, we used the average per vessel

reporting the cost as an estimate of the cost for the vessels that

failed to report. For example, in fleet 12, only 21 out of 28 vessels

in the sample reported any fuel costs. Since all vessels surely had

some fuel expenses, we used the average for the 21 reporting vessels as

an indication of the average for the 7 nonreporting vessels in the

fleet. On the other hand, some minor cost items, such as utilities,

may not be incurred by every vessel. For those items, we assumed that

no cost reported meant no cost incurred, which probably results in a

slight underestimate of full costs. The Entry Commission's convention

of using an estimated crewshare of 7% of gross earnings for each member

of the crew was followed. Average annual costs per vessel are shown in

Table 9 for the subfleets.

Estimates of shellfish harvesters' purchases from I/0 industrial

sectors were derived from the individual cost items. For some categories,

there is a direct correspondence. For example, all crewshare expense is

assigned to the I/O sector of wages earned by households. Other cost

categories may involve purchases from more than one I/O accounting

sector. For example, vessel maintenance and repair costs will include

some purchases from the services sector (repair and maintenance work),

some from the trade sector (wholesale and retail parts dealer's margins),

some from local manufacturing, and some from imports (manufacturers of

parts and equipment). Most I/O accounting, including that used in our

Alaska-Washington I/O, divides the final cost of goods into the producer's

value of the goods and the wholesale and retail margins for marketing



Table 9. Average Costs for She llish Harvesting Vessels, 1976 ($/vessel/year)
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the product. We assumed that trade margin share of cost to the fisherman

was 20% for fuel, 33% for food and gear, and 40% for maintenance and

repairs.

Another major cost allocation issue is the division of the costs

between purchases from Washington sectors and imports from outside of

either Alaska or Washington. Interviews with industry leaders, marine

trade and services firms, and some leading fishermen established general

patterns for the source of fishermen's inputs. Estimated fractions of

cost items purchased from Alaska, Washington, or other areas are shown

in Table 10 for Alaska-based and Washington-based vessels. In reviewing

these import shares, it should be noted that the producer's value of

inputs purchased locally by a fisherman are treated as imports if the

local supplier is merely serving as a distributor, or marketer, re-

selling a product that was imported from another state or from abroad.

The I/O accounts for the four shellfish harvesting subsectors (crab

and shrimp harvesting by Alaska-based and Washington-based vessels) were

composed from the purchases vectors of the subfleets. The Washington-

based vessels are relatively large, so they were assumed to be all

included in the subfleets of larger vessels. Total landings and gross

earnings in 1976 by vessels reporting Washington (or Oregon) home ports

were used as a factor to determine the share of operation by Washington-

based vessels in these subfleets. The purchases or transactions vectors

for the shellfish harvesting sectors are reported in Table 8.

Input/Output Transactions of the Alaska Shellfish
Processing Sectors

The input requirements for shellfish processing were based mostly

on detailed cost reports on major product forms obtained from a very



Table 10. Assumed Distribution by Origin
of Total Cost by Cost Category

of Purchases by Alaska Shellfish Harvesting Vessels, Fraction
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small sample of processing plants. Reports of processing costs by Orth,

et al. were comparable. It would have beendesirable to have more

observations; however, it is very difficult to find processing plants

that have good cost accounting and are willing to cooperate.

The processors' reported costs were adjusted to 1976, using rela-

tive price changes between 1976 and the reporting season. Processing

costs per pound of product were then multiplied by product outputs

reported in Alaska 1976 Catch and Production Statistics and summed over

product forms to estimate total purchases by the crab and shrimp processing

sectors. The difference between estimated total cost and reported

wholesale value was attributed to reprocessing, marketing, and overhead

costs incurred outside the processing plant. These post-processing

costs arise in company headquarters and affiliated plants which are

mostly located in Washington, therefore they were assigned as purchases

from Washington sectors or as income to Washington resource suppliers.

For crab, the conversion rates implied by the reported costs are

about 7% too high, which results in an under-reporting of total purchases

of crab by processing from fishing. We adjusted by increasing crab

purchase costs and decreasing overhead.

Estimated costs by category, such as labor, freight, fuel, etc.,

were assigned to the appropriate input/output accounting sectors by a

procedure similar to that used for the shellfish harvesting sectors. In

the Alaska shellfish processing industry, as in shellfish harvesting, a

substantial portion of the inputs are supplied from Washington or

imported from somewhere else outside Alaska. A large share of the labor

in particular comes not from Alaskans but rather from workers who are

permanent residents of other states or countries. On the basis of
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estimates of people interviewed in the industry and the fishing communities,

we distributed labor costs 60% to purchases from Alaska households, 20%

to Washington households, and 20% to import of workers from outside of

these two states. Other cost items were handled similarly. The resulting

input/output purchases vectors for crab and shrimp processing are presented

in Table 8, the 1976 transactions matrix.
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IV. ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF THE SHELLFISH FISHERY

An input/output model can provide several different indications of

economic relationships and economic impacts. Five indicators of the

shellfish fishery's economic impacts are presented in this chapter. The

measures are:

(1) direct economic linkages between shellfish sectors and the

rest of the economy as measured by the transactions between

the shellfish sectors and other parts of the economy;

(2) indirect linkages that arise from general economic inter-

dependencies;

(3) multipliers which measure the total economic change per unit

change in the shellfish sectors;

(4) distribution of the state's value added (income) among economic

sectors and determination of the portion of total state or

regional income that can be attributed to the shellfish sectors;

(5) prediction of total economic change that would result if

certain hypothesized changes occurred in the shellfish fishery.

Direct Economic Linkages

The shellfish fishery is one of the "basic" sectors upon which the

Alaska economy depends. The shellfish industries have the ability to

use the state's natural resources to produce a product that can be

exported and sold in markets outside of Alaska. The proceeds from those

sales bring in outside revenue that is necessary to provide income for

Alaska residents and keep the local economy functioning.

The amount of local economic activity that is supported depends on

the size of the shellfish sector, the linkages between the shellfish
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sector and the rest of the economy, and the degree of interdependency

within the entire economy. The overall size of the shellfish sectors

was previously discussed in Chapter II. The 1976 shellfish harvest had

a landed value of $86 million. More appropriately, the value of the

product leaving Alaska after processing was $181 million. In the

remainder of this section, we will discuss some of the direct linkages

between shellfish sectors and the rest of the economy. The influence of

the structure of the Alaska economy upon the level of total economic

impacts arising from export of shellfish will be discussed in the

following sections.

The direct linkages between the shellfish sectors and the rest of

the Alaska and Washington economies are reported in detail in the

transactions matrix, Table 8. Summary statistics are presented in

Table 11. The first section of this table shows the disposition of

total revenues for the shellfish sectors according to who receives the

business or income payments. The division of total revenues among these

expenditure categories was estimated on the basis of the accounting and

allocation "judgments" that are described in Chapter III. The estimates

in column 7 show that the Alaska shellfish sectors purchased, in 1976,

an estimated $23.7 million from other Alaska businesses. This is a

sizeable quantity; however, it is only 13% of the total revenue and

expenditures of the shellfish sectors. This indicates a relatively high

leakage of revenues from the shellfish sectors to businesses outside the

Alaska economy. Nevertheless, certain localities in Alaska are heavily

dependent on shellfish harvesting and processing, and the local businesses

may derive a large fraction of their revenues from the shellfish sectors.

This would be true, for example, of Kodiak and Dutch Harbor. However,



Table 11. Alaska Shellfish Sectors' Purchases from Other Industrial Sectors and Income Payments, 1976
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even in those cases, it is still true that the shellfish harvesters and

processors are only spending a relatively small fraction of their revenues

to purchase inputs from Alaska businesses.

The linkage between the shellfish sectors and Washington businesses

is stronger than the linkage to Alaska businesses. We estimated that,

in total, the shellfish harvesting and processing sectors spent

$54.8 million, or 30% of their gross receipts, to purchase inputs from

Washington businesses. This is more than twice the amount that they

were estimated to have purchased from Alaska businesses. The heavy

purchases from Washington arise because many of the inputs required for

fishing vessels and processing plants are either not available in

Alaska or are more expensive if purchased from an Alaska supplier.

The remaining 56% of the total value of the shellfish sectors is

divided between value added or income accounts and imports from outside

of either Alaska or Washington. We have estimated $33.4 million in

wage and salary payments to Alaska households from the shellfish sectors

in 1976, consisting of about 90% payments to workers on crab boats and

in crab processing plants, and 10% to workers on shrimp boats and in

shrimp processing plants. A substantial amount of this income will

generate additional business for Alaska economic sectors as the wage and

salary earners respend their money for consumer goods within the Alaska

economy. But, some of it will be spent elsewhere, especially income of

those wage earners who were actually only temporary residents of Alaska.

Our estimate of the income payments to Washington workers is $23.6 million,

which is slightly less than two-thirds as much as to Alaska residents.

Most of this income is the crew and captains“ share of earnings on

Washington-based vessels that operate in the Alaska shellfish fishery.
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Other value added or income is larger than the earnings by Washington

workers. This category includes rents, interest, and profit and capital

consumption allowances for the investors in these businesses. One-half

of the captain's share on a boat was also classified as a profit or

return on investment. The major profit earning category in 1976 was

Washington-based vessels operating in the Alaska crab harvest. Alaska-

based vessels had almost no income in 1976, over and above the payments

to crew and captain of the vessels, that could be returned to the owner

or investor in the vessel. The reason for this low return on investment

is that many of the Alaska vessels are small, old, and operating in

areas where the harvest is small. As a result, many of these vessels do

not have gross revenue that is enough larger than operating expenses to

pay the crew and captain a customary share and still have something left

over to return to the investment in the vessel. Most of these smaller

vessels are operated by the owner and often times the crew may be members

of the owner's family. Shellfish harvesting is for them a method of

making use of their vessel and their own time during the off-season from

their principal money-earning activity which is typically salmon fishing.

The net "losses" for these small part-time shellfish harvest vessels

offset profits earned by some of the larger, more modern Alaska boats

that are operated much like -the Washington-based vessels.

Imports from outside of either Alaska or Washington were an estimated

$17.3 million in 1976 for all shellfish harvesting and processing sectors

combined. The major import items are specialized equipment and packing

materials for the crab and shrimp processing plants and equipment for

the larger crab boats. This is not an unusually high rate of imports

from outside of a state economy. According to these estimates, 90% of the
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total value of sales of shellfish products will be returned to either

the Alaska or Washington economy in the form of purchases from businesses

or income payments to individuals. For comparison, in the 1972 Washington

economy, imports to all industries combined amounted to 20% of their

total inputs and only 80% remained in the form of purchases from other

Washington businesses or income payments to Washington residents or

companies.

Linkages of the Alaska shellfish sectors with the Alaska economy

alone are not so favorable. Only 32% of the total revenues from the

sale of shellfish products are being returned directly to the Alaska

economy in the form of purchases from Alaskan businesses or payments to

Alaskan households. Alaskan sectors generally have a much higher pro-

pensity to import than would the typical Washington sector. Even among

Alaskan sectors, it would be unusual to have a situation in which only

32% of the total purchases and income payments returned to the Alaska

economy.

Indirect Economic Linkages

Because an input/output analysis is a "complete" model of the

economy, I/O can be used to estimate all economic effects that follow

from a change in any economic activity. The primary advantage of I/O is

that it includes the indirect effects which arise as the direct effects

of a change ripple throughout the economy. For example, increased

purchases of fuel to operate crab boats in an expanded fishery would

mean more business for the fuel dealers. Fuel dealers would, in turn,

spend the extra revenue to buy more fuel from refineries, pay the wages

of more employees, and perhaps yield a greater return to proprietors and
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investors. Refineries also expand, buy more crude oil from domestic or

foreign producers, pay more wages, and return more to owners and investors.

Meanwhile, at every stage in this flow of transactions, other industries

are also buying various inputs, services, and equipment items, and

generating local business as they do. Additional wages and proprietors

income that is paid out at every stage in this process means more income

to the households of the region. As they spend that income for consumer

goods, part is received by local businesses, which then generates

additional rounds of increased purchases which means increased sales for

other businesses and so on.

The appealing thing about I/O analysis is that it provides a very

simple technique for estimating how much all of these impacts will

amount to, including the most remote feedbacks working their way out in

ever fainter interacting ripples. The I/O method proceeds by defining a

sector's purchases from other sectors (a column in the transaction

matrix) as its input "requirements" for producing its output. These

input requirements can be converted to requirements per dollar of output

simply by dividing each by the total value of production. The resulting

technical coefficients of input/output are the source of the name of

input/output analysis. The coefficients are assumed to be constant so

that any change in scale of a sector's output must be accompanied by a

proportionate change in every input that is used in its production

process. Table 12 is a matrix of these input requirements for the

sectors in the Alaska-Washington  I/O model.

Calculation of the total economic impacts, taking into account all

of the indirect effects, is accomplished by mathematically expressing

the sector outputs in terms of sector final demands. The 



Table 12. Coefficients of Input Requirement per Dollar of Output for the Alaska-Washington Economy, 1976



Table 12. Continued
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transactions accounts show that part of almost every sector's output

must be delivered to other economic sectors to meet their input require-

ments for producing their own outputs. Those requirements can be

indicated by:

where a
ij

is the input required from sector i per unit of output by

sector j, and X. is the total output of sector j. The production required

of sector i to supply inputs to other sectors thus depends on the

output, and input requirements, of every other sector in the economy.

The economic outputs of all sectors are interdependent and simultaneously

determined, as we intuitively know to be the case.

The solution to this system of simultaneous requirements equations

is found by noting that most sectors produce for exports or some other

"outside" sector, as well as to meet each other's input requirements.

These outside or exogenous sectors are called "final demands" in I/O

analysis. Those sectors' purchases do not arise out of requirements for

inputs needed to produce a product that is, in turn, needed by other

sectors within the economy. Rather, the sales to final demands depend

on things such as the export markets for this region's products, the

amount that the federal government decides to spend in the region, or

the amount of new capital investment that businesses, consumers, and

governments decide to make.

The balanced output and sales equations

19/Including "exports" to other states as well as exports to
foreign countries.
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can be formed by adding the final demand, Y for sector i's output to

the sum of sales made to supply other sectors' input requirements.

These equations can also be written as

Total output minus sales to meet other sectors' input requirements

equals the amount left for sales to the exogenous, final demands.

The entire set of these output equations can be written in matrix

notation as

where X is a vector of sector outputs, Y is a vector of sales to final

demands, and A is an nxn matrix of technical coefficients. This matrix

equation can also be written as

where I is a diagonal identity matrix. The solution, for equilibrium

output levels as a function of final demands, can be found by 

There are two alternative formulations of the basic I/O model..

In the first, usually called "Model I," the sectors in the economy all

correspond to industries, including things like trade and services as

"industries." The exogenous final demands in Model I include personal

consumption by the households of the region, exports, federal government

purchases, and net private investment. Exogenously supplied inputs

include labor and managerial inputs supplied by the region's residents
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(households), services of capital resources, and imported inputs.

Model II differs in that households are treated as an economic sector

just like more usual industrial sectors.. The household sector's output

is labor which is sold to the other sectors to meet the requirement

for labor services in industrial production. Total household sales

depend, as with any other input. supplier, on the level of production

in the input-demanding sectors. The principal differences in Model II

is that household "output" must be accompanied by consumption purchases

which are treated as the input requirements for the household sector's

production. It is assumed that the household sector must, like any

other sector, increase its purchases in proportion to any increase in

its output.

The matrices of direct plus indirect requirements for the Alaska-

Washington economy are presented in Table 13 for Model I, and Table 14

for Model II. Elements of the inverse matrix, (I - A)
-1

, show the

outputs required throughout the economy to support deliveries to final

demand., An element, c.., in the inverse matrix indicates the gross 

output required from sector i in order to deliver one unit of product

from sector j. For example, the coefficient in the second row and the

eighth column of Table 14 indicates that Alaska shrimp fisheries (SHP.FISH)

will have to increase output by $0.229 in order to supply the direct and

indirect demands for shrimp that arise if the shrimp processing sector

delivers an, additional dollar's worth of shrimp to final demands.  These

output requirements include indirect requirements as well as the direct

requirements by sector j for inputs from other sectors in order to

produce for final demand. The indirect requirements include additional

outputs needed to meet the secondary rounds of input requirements by the



Table 13. Interdependency Coefficients of Direct and Indirect Requirements per Dollar of Delivery
to Final Demand in the Alaska-Washington Economy, 1976, Model I



Table 13. Continued



Table 14. Interdependency Coefficients of Direct and Indirect Requirements per Dollar of Delivery
to Final Demand in the Alaska--Washington Economy, 1976, Model II



Table 14. Continued
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sectors that produce for sector j's direct input needs and those that

produce to meet the needs of secondary suppliers, households' expanded

consumption, and so forth. In Model II, the household sector enters into

the generation of indirect requirements just as do the more conventional

industrial sectors. That is, an industrial sector's direct requirement

for increased labor causes the household sector to, in turn, require

more of various products to meet the consumption needs of an expanded

work force. And, the sectors producing products to meet consumer

(worker) demands must expand their output, hiring more workers and

thereby generating still more consumer purchases, more demand for

industrial production, and so on. Thus, the household sector, when

internalized in Model II, contributes to the generation of indirect

requirements for outputs in the same way as the usual industrial sectors

do. So, the coefficients of direct plus indirect requirements calculated

by Model II, with households endogenous, are considerably larger than

those for Model I, where household consumption demands are not increased

automatically as the level of labor use and wage payments increases.

The total output required from the local economy to deliver one

unit to final demand from sector j is given by the sum of direct plus

indirect requirements for all sectors in the economy. This quantity is

calculated by summing a column in the inverse, (I - A)
-1

, matrix of

direct and indirect requirements. Since the I/O model is perfectly

balanced, multiplying each sector's requirements by actual final demand

levels and summing for all sectors would yield a total output require-

ment exactly equal to actual output from the economy.
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In most cases, the output coefficients under Model II give a more

accurate estimate of what will really happen to the local economic

activity if a sector increases its deliveries to exports or other

exogenous final demands. In the real world, increased production and

hiring of labor by an industrial sector means more workers residing in

the area or more employment and income to present residents. This

increased number of households and/or increased income per household

will mean more consumption spending, and thus more sales for local

businesses, as Model II assumes.

Total indirect and induced requirements for shellfish sectors are

shown in Table 15. Each coefficient indicates how much economic activity

will change if there is a change of one unit in delivery to final demand

from the specified sector. The indicated output changes do not include

the production that goes directly to the final demand, only the output

that arises indirectly in other sectors that supply the sector that is

 changed or is induced as consumption spending increases along with

growth of incomes.

The indirect and induced output change coefficients for shellfish

sectors are relatively large when compared to other sectors. Coefficients

for the Alaska and Washington services sectors are shown in Table 15 to

illustrate this fact. The difference is especially wide for Alaska when

only the indirect effect is included (Model I). Even in Model II, which

takes account of business generated due to the high level of wage

payments per dollar of output in the services sector, the shellfish

sectors show indirect plus induced output changes that are 1.5 to

2 times as large as the effect of the services sector.



Table 15. Indirect and Induced Output Change Association with a Change of $1 in Delivery to Final
Demands by Shellfish Sectors, Model I and Model II
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The output change coefficients reflect the previously noted linkages

between Alaska shellfish sectors and the Washington economy. The Model II

results indicate that $1 delivery to final demand from Alaska-based

shrimp harvesting vessels will lead to $.804 of added output in Washington

industries, but only $.549 in Alaskan industries (other than the shrimp

harvesting sector itself). Crab fishing and the shrimp and crab processing

sectors both show a similar pattern. As expected, the Washington shell-

fishing sector (vessels based in Washington but fishing in Alaska) show

even more predominance of indirect and induced effects in the Washington

economy rather than in Alaskan industries. For example, the output of

Alaskan industries, other than fishing or fish processing, increases by

only about 12¢ for each $1 of additional outshipments from the Washington-

based crab fishing vessels.

The output change coefficients for the shellfish processing sectors

are particularly significant because almost all of the shellfish passes

through processors rather than being shipped directly from the harvesting

vessels. The coefficients for the processing sectors include the

output increase that is required in the harvesting sectors in order to

supply them the raw product required to produce their. product. For

crab, the raw product inputs per dollar of output in 1976 amounted to

$.29 of crab from Alaska vessels, and $.30 from Washington vessels. For

shrimp, raw product inputs were $.23 from Alaska and $.lO from non-

Alaska vessels. If the coefficients of indirect and induced effects are

reduced by these amounts, they will show the effects outside of the

shellfish sectors. In that case, they are more directly comparable to

the coefficients of indirect and induced effects for the shellfish

harvesting 'sectors.
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Income Multipliers

Input/output analyses are often used to derive income, or value

added, multipliers. There are several different forms of these income

multipliers, depending upon whether Model I or Model II is used (i.e.,

whether households are treated as endogenous or as exogenous), and on

whether the multipliers are expressed per dollar of delivery to final

demand or per dollar of income earned in the specific sector.

Income or value added multipliers are based on converting the

output impacts, discussed 'in the previous section, to value added or

income impacts. This is accomplished by multiplying the income or value

added per dollar of output originating in each sector (which appear in

the form of that sector's payments to suppliers of required primary

inputs such as labor, capital, and other resources) by the outputs

required from each of those sectors to support an increase in delivery

to final demand from a certain sector and then summing all such effects

that are triggered by a given final demand change.

The advantage of value added or income multipliers rather than the

output coefficients discussed above is that the income effects are more

nearly a measure of net gain to the region. Income coefficients measure

economic change that is realized in the form of wages, profits, or

returns to invested capital.

Income multipliers for the shellfish sectors are shown in Table 16.

These coefficients are all based on Model II. They assume that any

additions to income earned by households will be reflected in an

increase in the spending by those households that is proportional to

the state's average rate of consumption spending per dollar of income

earned. There are four coefficients for each sector. The first two



Table 16. Changes in Value Added Associated with a $1 Delivery to Final Demand from Shellfish
Sectors, Model II
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multipliers measure the effects on income of the households in Alaska

and in Washington. These coefficients include wages, salaries, and

earnings of sole proprietorships. The third multiplier is other value

added which is principally capital consumption allowance, return on

investment, and profits for companies. The last is a summation covering

total value added or income- earned within the states of Washington and

Alaska.

In interpreting these income multipliers, it is important to keep

in mind that they are a measure of income change associated with a

change in delivery to final demand from a particular sector. The change

in output of the sector may differ very substantially from the change in

final demand if the sector is heavily involved in both producing for

exports or other final demand and also producing an input for use by

other industries within the state's economy. In the case of the shell-

fish sectors, this distinction is not too important because shellfish

harvesting sectors are. almost exclusively producing for inter-industry

sales to the processing industry rather. than for sales to. final demand.

The, processing sectors, on the other hand, sell almost exclusively to

final demand for export out of the state of Alaska.

It is also important to keep in mind that the income change that is

expected to come with economic change does not necessarily mean that the

current residents' incomes will be improved. One of the basic assumptions

of input/output models is that all inputs will increase-in proportion as

the output of a sector grows. That assumption implies that labor,

management, capital, and other basic resources will also increase as a

sector's output grows. Thus, the amount of labor and other primary

factors used in production will be growing at exactly the same rate as



the income payments that are being made to those factors. If there is a

large contingent of labor and capital goods that is unemployed but

residing in the region, then it is possible that the expansion might be

based on use of these unemployed resources. If that is the case, then

total income received by the residents of the region will be increasing

as the unemployed workers and idle capital move from a zero return to

earning at the established wage rate. However, if the region must

attract or retain additional labor, capital, and other primary inputs,

the income generated by growth will flow to the new workers and the

owners of the new capital that is brought in to expand the output of the

sector. Some; perhaps most, of the greater income will be going to

people who are not now residents of the region. Therefore, it is not

wise for the region's present residents to treat even the growth of

income earned as a result of expansion of a sector as though it would

all be money in their own pockets. This is particularly important to

keep in mind when considering proposals that would require the present

residents to bear large development or subsidy expenses on the presumption

that they will recoup it through the added income generated by expanded

economic activities.

Total Economic Impact

The input/output model can also be used to determine the portion of

total state income that is attributable to the production and sales of

the shellfish sectors. Income generated within the regional economy as

a result of the shellfish industries includes not only the income earned

directly within those sectors, but also the income that is earned in

other sectors as they produce to supply needed inputs for the fishing
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sectors. This division of total income can be calculated using the

interdependency coefficients from the matrices shown in Table 13 and

Table 14. Each of the interdependency coefficients shows the production

required from the various-sectors in the economy in order to support

delivery to final demand by a particular sector. When these coefficients 

are multiplied by the 1976 delivery to final demand from a shellfish

sector, the results show the total requirements--direct, indirect, and

induced--from each of the sectors within the economy in order to support

the 1976 deliveries to final demand from the shellfish sectors. The

required production from each sector can then be multiplied times that

sector's coefficient of value added per unit of production in order to

calculate the total income earned in each of the economic sectors as

they produced goods and services needed to support the 1976 deliveries

of shellfish from Alaska to its external markets.

Estimates of income or value added attributable to the shellfish

sectors' export sales are presented in Table 17. Since the fishing

sectors themselves sell virtually all of their output to the processors,

the deliveries to final demands all come ultimately from the processors

rather than from the fishing sectors. The requirements for output from

the fishing sectors are included in the interdependency coefficients for

the shellfish processing sectors. These data are for Model II with

households endogenous. That means that the production of consumer goods

for the households that earn their income in the shellfish sectors or in

the other sectors that are serving the shellfish sectors will be included

as a part of the estimate of economic impacts and income attributable to

the-shellfish production.

The largest receipts of income in conjunction with the production

of shellfish products for delivery to final demand are those earned
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Table 17. Value Added Earned in Alaska and Washington Economic Sectors
Attributable to the 1976 Production and Delivery of Alaskan
Shrimp and Crab to Export Final Demands, Model II,. Households
Endogenous
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directly in the shellfish harvesting and processing sectors. However,

other (non-shellfish) sectors, in total, had far more value added as a

consequence of the shellfish production than was earned directly in the

harvesting and processing sectors. For example, the shrimp sectors

resulted in a total income earned within the Alaska and Washington

economies of $40.5 million. Of that, $10.9 million is earned directly

in the shrimp processing sector by employees and other primary input

suppliers. The shrimp fishermen and vessel owner receive $3.4 million

in making a total of $14.3 million earned directly in shrimp harvesting

and processing. The remaining $26.3 million is income earned in other

sectors as they supply inputs to the shrimp harvesting and processing

sectors, supply inputs to each other for their production for the shrimp

processing sectors, and supply consumer goods to the workers in the

shrimp sectors and to the workers in the supporting industries. In

total, the income earned in the supporting sectors is nearly twice as

large as the income earned directly in the shrimp production and pro-

cessing sectors.

Income earned as a result of crab production is more than four

times larger than in the shrimp sectors. However, the income earned

indirectly in other economic sectors is also approximately twice as

large as income earned directly in crab harvesting and processing.

The key role that Washington plays as a supplier of inputs to the

Alaskan economy is reflected in the fact that total income earned in

Washington supporting sectors (sectors other than shellfish processing

and harvesting) is nearly twice as large as the income earned in Alaska

supporting sectors. For shrimp production, the Washington supporting

sectors earned $18.2 million versus $8.1 million in the Alaska supporting
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sectors. This relatively large benefit to the Washington economy from

the harvesting of an Alaska resource is not principally due to Washington

fishermen obtaining the greatest share of the shrimp in Alaska. Actually,

their catch and income earned directly in shrimp fishing was only about

half as large as the catch and income earnings by Alaska-based vessels.

The principal reason for the benefit to the Washington economy is the

reliance on the Washington economy by Alaskan fishermen, fish processing

plants, and all other sectors including consumers. Any production

and economic activity that takes place within Alaska generates sub-

stantial benefits for Washington. In fact, the share of income received

by Washington residents is probably even larger than the share of income

earned in Washington businesses. This is true because many Alaska

businesses remit a substantial share of their payments to employees who

are in fact residents of Washington only temporarily working in Alaska

or to owners and company headquarters who are located in Washington

rather than in Alaska.

The largest indirect earnings of income are for Washington-trade

with $25.4 million earned through business directly and indirectly

supporting the production of Alaska shellfish products. The Washington

services sector was second with $20.1 million, and third was the general

manufacturing sector in Washington with $16 million earned. Washington

general manufacturing earned most of its income in direct support

activities producing items of equipment for the fishing and processing

industries. Especially important in this has been ship building. The

trade and services sector, on the other hand, is more involved in

providing secondary support to industries that are more directly serving

the fisheries sectors. Other sectors with income or value added of more
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than $10 million as a result of the 1976 production of shellfish products

from Alaska include the Alaska trade and services sector and the Washington

finance, insurance, and real estate sector.

The high ratio of $1.9 earned indirectly in supporting sectors for

every dollar earned directly in the shellfish harvesting and processing

sectors confirms the fact that the shellfish industry in Alaska is a

basic sector to both the Alaska and Washington economies. In contrast,

supporting sectors such as trade and services have income earned in the

process of making their total deliveries to final demand that is con-

siderably less than the total income that was earned within the sector

in that year. The reason for this discrepancy is that a large share of

the income earned directly within their sector resulted from their role

in support of basic sectors such as the fishing sectors, mining and

petroleum, lumbering, and construction.

Economic Impacts of Potential Changes
in the Shellfish Sectors

Input/output models can be used not only to provide economic impact

coefficients, but also to estimate the secondary changes in economic

production, trade flows, and income that will result from specific

initial changes to the economy.

Economic changes may arise for any one of a number of reasons.

Resource availability might change, the technology used in production or

the economic structure of a sector could change. Government policies

and regulations might force changes. These changes can be translated

into changes in economic output, input purchases, income, or sales of

final products. Input/output picks up the story from this point and
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estimates how other economic sectors will be affected, given the linkages

among production sectors and input/output-patterns in the economy.

To illustrate the use of the Alaska-Washington input/output model

for this type of impact analysis, we have selected five scenarios of

possible changes to the shellfish sectors. The scenarios are:

Scenario I. Crab and shrimp harvests are at 150% of 1976 production.

Industry composition and inputs per unit of output are unchanged.

Scenario II. Crab harvests are at 150% of the 1976 level and

shrimp harvests drop to 50% of 1976 production..

Scenario III. Crab harvests are at 150% of 1976 production and

shrimp harvests are unchanged. The entire 50% increase is

captured by Washington-based vessels.

Scenario IV. Crab harvests are at 150% of 1976 production and

shrimp harvests are unchanged. The entire 50% increase is

captured by typical Alaska vessels.

Scenario V. Crab and shrimp harvests are at 1976 production levels

but there is a shift of production from Washington vessels to

Alaska vessels.

Scenario I

The first "scenario" is an across-the-board change in the harvests

of shrimp and crab to 150% of 1976 production. It is assumed that there

are no underlying changes in cost, structure, or in relative contributions

of subsectors within the industry. Since the input/output model is

completely linear, all changes are proportional and the quantity changes

would apply to either an increase or decrease in output of the shellfish

fisheries. The only--'difference would be in the direction of effect upon

the other economic sectors.
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The predicted economic changes under Scenario I are shown in

Table 18. Shellfish production at 150% of 1976 output would, in the

long-run, result in $150 million in added business in Alaska plus

$95 million in Washington. Of the total, 55% would be increases in

shellfish harvesting and processing (mostly in Alaska) and 45% expansions

in other sectors (two-thirds in Washington).

It would be a mistake to think of he gross business expansion of

$245 million as a measure of "benefits" from an increase in shellfish

harvests. About $143 million out of the total either flows out of the

region to pay for needed goods and services or flows among the sectors

to pay for products that are needed inputs to other businesses. Only

$112 million is left, in value added, for paying workers, investors, and

business owners. And most of that will be paid out to attract workers

and investors to come to this growth industry rather than to their next

best alternative employment. In the end, only a very small part of the

total will be gains in real net incomes.

Scenario II

The second output scenario assumes, that shrimp and crab outputs

change to approximately the level actually harvested in 1979 and con-

tinue at that level. This would involve a change to approximately 50%

larger crab harvest, and approximately 50% smaller shrimp harvest than

the 1976 base levels.

The results for Scenario II show that the 50% decline of the shrimp

harvest would offset part of the economic effects from a larger crab

harvest. However, there would still be substantial net gain due to the

much larger 1976 base of the crab industry.



Table 18. Alaska and Washington Economic Output and Income, 1976 Base, and Changes under Alternative
Scenarios
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It should be emphasized that in these estimates of the impacts of

production at the 1979 level, the input/output model assumes that the

input requirements of all industries change exactly in proportion to the

change in their output. The rate of capital utilization and composition

of different sized units within the industry are also assumed to

remain the same. These assumptions imply that there is time for re-

adjustment from any distortions or disequilibria that arise from output

changes. Thus, the impacts are estimates of response to a permanent

change that has continued in effect over a long period of time. During

the adjustment period, it is likely that net incomes would be less than

indicated due to losses that would have to be absorbed by resources

"trapped" in the declining shrimp industries.

Scenario III

This scenario evaluates the economic impacts if there was an

increase, equaling the 1976-79 growth in crab harvests, all captured by

the Washington vessels rather than being divided between them: The

fourth and fifth scenarios consider. the economic impacts of an increased

harvest by Alaskan vessels coming either out of increased production or

at the expense of an equal reduction in the amount of crab captured by

the Washington-based vessels. All three scenarios assume that typical

vessels in the Alaska and Washington fleets will have the same costs and

catch per vessel as in 1976. By implication, increased shares in the

harvest would come about through an increase in the number of typical

vessels that are operating in a subfleet. The impacts are those that

would be expected after a long enough period to fully adjust to the

redistribution of catch between the fleets.
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In Scenario III, an increase in crab production equal to that

realized between 1976 and 1979 is assumed to be absorbed entirely by the

Washington-based vessels. In the input/output model, this means that

all of the increased deliveries of shellfish to the processing sector

will come from the Washington-based vessels with no change in the

quantity delivered by the Alaska vessels.20/

A scenario with all of the increased catch being captured by the

Washington fleet is consistent with recent experience. Vessels typical

of those in the Washington fleet have a definite advantage because they

are able to operate in the Bering Sea, where the increase in catch has

been occurring. Vessels in that size class are invariably built and/or

serviced in Puget Sound ports because Alaska's facilities are not

adequate.

If an increase of 94 million pounds in crab harvest was captured by

Washington vessels alone, Alaska would realize a total change in business

output of $94 million, at 1976 prices. Almost all of this increase is

in the form of $70 millionadditional output of processed crab from

plants in Alaska. Only $24 million is realized in additional output,

from the sectors that provide local services in Alaska to the Washington

fleet and the secondary sectors within the Alaskan economy that service

the processors, fleet, service sectors, and the employees within the

processing plants. The Washington economy would realize an increase of

$106 million in sales as a result of this change. These are made up of

20/Mechanically, this is accomplished by first changing the deliveries
to final demand of the processing sector to reflect the hypothesized
change in total sales of crab and shrimp. Offsetting dummy deliveries
to final demand directly from the harvesting sectors are then introduced
to adjust the Washington sector up until it supplies all of the increased
shellfish and adjust the Alaska sector down so that it continues to
operate exactly at the level before the hypothesized change.
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substantial sales from Washington marine trade and services sectors

directly to the Washington fleet plus sales by Washington industries

that are supplying Alaska consumers and businesses through the Alaska-

Washington trade.

Scenario IV

The fourth scenario assumes that all of a 94 million pound per year

increase in crab harvest would be captured by Alaska-based vessels

rather than by Washington-based vessels. This would be more attractive

to those who prefer to see more of Alaska's resources exploited by

residents of Alaska.

The economic impacts, shown in Table 18, indicate that more Alaska

business would be generated if the harvest were captured by vessels

typical of the 1976 Alaska-based fleet. It is important to keep in mind

that the business gains for Alaska will be realized only if the vessels

are not only owned by Alaska residents but also are mostly serviced and

stocked in Alaska. If the added vessels were of a size and type that

could fish the, Bering Sea, they would tend to take most of their service

and supply business to Washington State, whether they were Alaska-owned

or not. In that case, their impact on the Alaska and Washington economies

would be about the same as if the added vessels were in the Washington

subfleet, and the only advantage for the Alaska economy would be the

flow of owners' profits to Alaska residents rather than out of state.

Income for Alaskans is not an irrelevant concern, but it may not do much

to further the Alaska economy.
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Scenario V

The fifth scenario portrays a redistribution of the catch with

Alaska vessels harvesting $25 million more. crab and Washington vessels

reducing their catch by an equal amount. If there is no increase in the

resource that can be used to expand the Alaska fleet, redistribution of

the existing catch would be the only way to expand the Alaska fleet.

The redistribution might be achieved by regulations designed to save

more of the Alaska resource for exploitation by Alaska fishermen.

Changed economic conditions also might make it less profitable for a

Washington-type operation to fish in Alaska but leave the way open for

the smaller and more diversified Alaska-based vessels to operate profit-

ably in the crab fishery. A shift of $21 million in crab catch from the

Washington vessels to the Alaska fleet is equivalent to the shift of

about 50% of the current annual catch of the Washington fleet over to

provide approximately a 50% increase in the catch of the Alaska fleet.

The economic changes with this resource reallocation are shown in

the last column on Table 18. The increase in the total sales of Alaska

sectors other than the shellfish harvesting sector is $9.3 million. 

Washington non-shellfish sectors, on the other hand, experienced a

decline of only $7.6 million. So, the net effect is to increase the

total sales of the Washingtonand Alaska economies by almost $2 million.

The reasons for the increase in sales is that the Alaska-based vessels,

which are hypothesized as taking over more of the fishery, have rela-

tively higher costs per dollar's worth of crab harvested. Thus, as they

take over more of the harvest, the total spanding for inputs from other

sectors would increase.
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A shift of the crab catch from Washington to Alaska vessels would

reduce total income earned by workers, owners, and others. Alaska would

gain $8.6 million in wages and income of self-employed persons and

Washington would lose almost as much, $8.1 million. In addition, other

value added (i.e., rents on basic resources, returns to capital, and

profits of entrepreneurs) would be reduced by $3.6 million. Some of the

$3.6 million income decline would fall on Alaska resource owners;

however, most of the decline would fall on outsiders who supply capital

for Alaska operations. A substantial part of this other value added

would be lost when the more profitable Washington boats are replaced

with Alaskan vessels that use more labor and purchased inputs per volume

of shellfish harvested but return much less to the owners of the vessels.

The typical Alaska vessels' relatively high input purchases per

dollar of crab harvested and low return to the owner does much to

explain why the "Seattle-type" vessels increased in numbers throughout

the 1970s. The larger, vessels are more profitable and hence attractive

to investors. This suggests that it would be difficult and costly to

bring about a shift toward the Alaska vessels. Taxes or restrictions on

the vessels from outside might help to reduce competition, but expansion

of the local fleet would still require more assistance. To somewhat

improve the profitability of the Alaska vessels, subsidies to vessel

owners could be used. One potentially helpful step would be to develop

maintenance, repair, and ship supply facilities in Alaska to service

vessels in the 100 foot to 150 foot size class. Facilities of this type

would make it possible to develop a truly Alaska-based fleet to operate

in the Bering Sea and other off-shore fisheries.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The shellfish fishery is an important part of the base of the

Alaska economy. The $180 million worth of shellfish products produced

in 1976 amounted to about 2% of the total value of industry sales in

Alaska. More importantly, shellfish products accounted for 12% of the

total value of products exported from Alaska to other states or to

foreign countries, making them an important source of the external funds

that are needed to buy the many imported goods and services that Alaska

requires.

The shellfish industries not only produce a valuable product and

revenue source for Alaska, but they also generate business and an income

source for other Alaskans as they buy equipment and services, hire

workers, and yield a return to vessel and processing plant owners. The

Alaska shellfish harvesters and processors spent about $25 million in

1976 for inputs purchased from other Alaska industries and paid

$33 million in wages to Alaskans who worked on vessels or in the plants.

A relatively low percentage of the $180 million gross value is respent

in Alaska because of a tendency in the shellfish sectors, as throughout

the Alaska economy, to buy many of their needs from outside. There is

a particularly strong propensity to import from the state of Washington

because of its accessibility by air or water transportation and because

of common features in the Alaska and Washington economies. The tendency

to buy from Washington is further increased for the shellfish sectors by

the fact that several of the vessels and processing plants are owned by

Washington-based individuals or firms. Overall, the shellfish sectors

obtain about 50% more inputs from Washington than from Alaska industries

and workers.
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The high propensity to import in the shellfish sectors, and the

rest of the Alaska economy as well, dampens the local economic impact of

the fishery. Nevertheless, value added through Alaska business generated

directly or indirectly by the shellfish sectors totaled $49 million in

1976. That is larger than the $40 million earned directly by Alaska

residents working in the shellfish sectors. Another indication of these

indirect impacts is provided by the direct plus indirect requirement

coefficients from the input/output analysis. Every $1 of processed

shrimp requires an average of $0.23 of output from shrimp fishermen plus

$0.34 of output from other Alaska sectors. From this total output,

Alaskans realize $0.28 in wage earnings--$0.ll directly in shrimp

processing, $0.04 in shrimp harvesting, and $0.13 in other businesses.

Similarly, $1 of crab product requires $0.29 worth of crab sales from

fishermen plus $0.44 of output from other Alaska businesses. The wages

for Alaskans involved in this production are $0.12 in crab processing,

$0.07 in crab-harvesting, and $0.16 in other Alaska businesses.

The Washington economy gains substantially from the Alaska shell-

fish fishery. In 1976, Washington-based vessels accounted for about

one-half of the crab and one-third of the shrimp harvested in Alaska.

The shellfish are delivered to processors in Alaska and become part of

Alaska's economic output, but the money received from sales by the

Washington-based vessels are mostly respent in Washington. For each $1

of sales from Washington-based crab fishing vessels, Washington households

receive, in addition to wages of $0.27 earned directly by the crew on

the vessel, $0.32 in wages earned in businesses that are indirectly

involved in servicing the vessel's, crew, etc., and $0.69 in other value

added, which mostly accrues to residents of Washington. Even Alaska-
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based fishing vessels and processing plants generate substantial business

and earnings in Washington. Each $1 of sales from Alaska-based crab

boats leads to $0.20 earned by employees in Washington businesses. A

substantial share of $0.36 in value added other than wages or direct

income to vessel owners also ends up in Washington State.

Overall, the harvesting and processing of Alaska shellfish in 1976

resulted in business activity in Washington that led to approximately

$135 million in wages and other payments to Washington residents. Most

of this amount was earned indirectly rather than directly through

Washington fishing operations in Alaska. In fact, earnings in Washington's

other sectors that was indirectly attributable to shellfish production

totaled $97 million, which is slightly more than total direct and

indirect earnings in Alaska sectors.

An expansion of the shellfish fishery could potentially contribute

to a general expansion of the Alaska and Washington economies, if a

number of important conditions are met. First, the expansion would have

to be economically feasible. Vessel owners and operators now have

rather narrow profit margins, on the average. So, expansion would have

to be based on discovery of ways to have larger sustained harvests from

present grounds or new grounds that can be worked without significantly

higher costs. Second, the increase of shellfish output must not cause a

significant decrease in the wholesale price of shellfish products. A

price decrease would make fishing less profitable, unless fishermen

are somehow able to reduce costs per pound harvested. If fishermen's

net returns are reduced by a decrease in price, it is likely that some

will quit, negating the original expansion and the economic stimulation

caused by the initial production expansion. Third, the expanded shellfish
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production would have to be accomplished with harvesting and processing

activities that use local Alaska and Washington inputs at about the same

rate as do present shellfish harvesters and processors. An expansion

could be achieved with much less than proportional increase in inputs

if, for example, limitations on entry were used to insure that the

increase in harvest and processing is accomplished by existing vessels

and plants working a longer season. If so, spending for routine main-

tenance of vessels and plants, interest on invested capital, and other

fixed costs would not increase proportionally and that source of stimulus

to the rest of the economy would be lost. However, profit margins above

operating costs would be higher, which would provide a partially off-

setting source of economic stimulus. In addition, fishery management

policies that held down the fixed cost component could make it feasible

to expand the fishery into some areas with higher operating costs or to

sustain the harvest at a higher level even though product prices were

somewhat lower as a result of larger quantities reaching the product

markets.

The Alaska' shellfish fishery's effect on the Alaska and Washington

economies could-'be significantly changed by regulations or economic

changes that significantly alter the pattern of purchases by the shell-

fish sectors or the structure of the Alaska and Washington economies.

An increase in the share of inputs purchased locally, in Alaska, would

increase Alaska's share in the businesses that are directly and in-

directly involved in providing inputs to the fishing vessels and

processing plants. More Alaska-based vessels would help somewhat to

achieve a higher Alaska fraction in inputs, as long as the Alaska-based

vessels were not built, maintained, and supplied in Washington ports. A
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more important contribution would be development in Alaska of vessel

maintenance and supply facilities capable of handling the "standard"

modern vessel in the Alaska shellfish fleet. General "broadening" of

the Alaska economy, especially in the principal fishing regions, would

also help to capture a larger share of the indirect and induced effects

for the Alaska economy rather than have them "leak" out to Washington or

other states:
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